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Lewis Weeks on the Shameful Waste of Our Resources



Alumni Weekend 1974 was truly a heartwarming and amazing 
event. Alumni from every corner of our great land arrived on the shores of 

- Lake Mendota in record amounts. They were full of enthusiasm 
. for their classmates, for their University and, in some cases, for their first 

' visit back to their favorite campus in 50 years. We had some youngsters 
= | who celebrated their 60th anniversary, all the way to the happy 
Ew F _ record-breaking class of 1949 which attended its 25th anniversary functions. 

re We would like to salute all of the classes for returning and giving real 
iS. y meaning to the Wisconsin spirit, and a special thanks must go to the . ~~ yl Golden Jubilee Honor Class of 1924. Not only were they here in great 

| ff A | numbers, but they gave their University a gift of $505,746. 
: ae Truly an amazing outpouring of their interest in sustaining this, an ‘ 

Arlie M. Mucks, Jr. unusual and most efficient educational institution. 
Executive Director Brightening up the weekend, also, was a superb annual dinner that 

highlighted the awarding of the Distinguished Service plaques to some 
very worthy alumni. As we gathered in the Union Theater, we listened 

with amazement as the many accomplishments of our Distinguished Service 

Award winners were recited, all of them giving service to alma mater. 

This year, for the first time in 57 years, one of our special people, 
Kate Huber, was not able to attend. Auntie Kate, as she is known 
affectionately throughout alumni land, is a member of the famous class 
of 1917 that has reunioned every year since its graduation. Kate has served 
your national board in every conceivable way and is a past recipient 
of the Distinguished Service Award. She has a deep sensitivity 
for the University and she told me in a recent letter that that sensitivity 
grows with each passing year. The associations that she has had with the 
University and its alumni are the very roots of her life. The education she 
received has lighted her way through life and that light glows in her 
heart for all of us to share. 

What more can you say about the priceless ingredient called Wis- 
consin Spirit and loyalty. 

Alumni Weekends are good for many things such as bringing admin- 
istrators and alumni together, bringing buildings and alumni together and, 
very importantly, bringing alumni and alumni together. I think it points 
out to all of us our wonderful opportunities to share in a rich educational 
experience and to be indelibly marked with that famous Wisconsin Spirit. 
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Petrie Memorial Voh me), Number 5 

A scholarship fund has been established 
in the name of Hazen H. Petrie to July 194 
aid the U.W.—Madison hockey recruiting 
program. The fund is established as 4 Finally, Merger 
a continuing program of assistance to h iti isi ihe Ualvertiy Te tele be he . 7 e cea as ae Crisis 

best possible way to honor the memory PEDEE Ae Cee ighlights 
of Mr, Petrie. 14 Everybody’s Rights 

The late Mr. Petrie, founder of Petrie 18 Badger Bookshelf 
Sporting Goods, Inc., was a 1920 graduate 21 Alumni News 
of the University. He is well-remembered 
as a man who was deeply involved Cover photo/Duane Hopp 
with the University, its students and 
faculty, and with young people who en- 3 
joyed sports. He contributed sports :. Alumni ose 

equipment to orphanages, and to many W 1sconsin. Association. 
youths who needed help getting started Officers. 7 : 

in sports. He also worked closely with 9 194- 5 

the Lakers hockey team when it was Chairman of the Board: Ralph Voigt 40, Mayor, City Hall, 
ce started. ey of ae. Merrill, Wis. 54452 

ers went on to become ho 5 ; 3 - 
Sievers nad i a se ockey coa Bee ai President: Carl Krieger 33, Campbell Institute for Food 
Gifen schocle: Research, Campbell Place, Camden, N. J. 08101 

Friends and businesses wishing to con- First Vice President: Earl C. Jordan ’39, Massachusetts Mutual 

tribute are asked to send their checks, Life Insurance Company, 111 West Jackson, Chicago 60604 

payable to the U.W. Foundation— Second Vice President: Harold E. Scales ’49, Anchor 
H. H. Petrie Memorial Scholarship Fund, . & : ages < care of UW Foundation, 702 Langdon seve: : Loan, 25 W. Main Street, Madison 53703 

St., Madison 53706. Contributions are Third Vice President: George Affeldt 43, 740 N. Plankinton 

tax deductible. Thank you for your help. Avenue, Milwaukee 53203 

Secretary: Norma Shotwell Normington ’48, 290 Shore Acres 

Patricia Zastrow Resch ’51 Drive, Wisconsin Rapids 54494 

Madison j Assistant Secretary: Betty Erickson Vaughn "48, 839 Farwell 
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7 Back in April, 1971 we brought you Senate, after a morning of stormy | 
You thought the first report on the prospect of debate, passed Senate Bill 213 by a | 

the ‘d done it merging the Madison campus—the vote of 18 to 15. Four days later it 
Yy University of Wisconsin—and its 16 became Chapter 100 of the Wisconsin 

4 campuses with other colleges and Statutes. The University of Wisconsin 
a long time ago, universities around the state. Since no longer existed by that name, and 

right? Well, then, from time to time, we've reported in the minds of most people the 
% on developments of that plan. If merger of the state’s two university 

big wheels you're a Wisconsin resident youve seen systems had been completed. 
regular reference to it in the state In fact, Chapter 100 did little 

grind slowly. press. The result has been that all but merging. It did create a single Board 
the most attentive must have assumed of Regents from the two former boards, 
that merger was long-since accom- and. it consolidated all of the two- 
plished. (For a couple of years it’s year centers under one executive 
been “UW-Madison,” or “UW- head. The names of the Universities 
Oshkosh,” or “UW-Eau Claire.”) The were changed. But the laws which 
fact is that it wasn’t—not legally— governed the two systems remained 
and by mid-1973 Pres. Weaver and intact. What had been known as The 
other administrators who'd originally University of Wisconsin was to con- 
opposed the plan found themselves in tinue being governed by Chapter 36 
the peculiar position of having to of the statutes. The State Universities 
make speeches urging the legislature were to be regulated by Chapter 37. 
to get on with it. (You know: your The new law stated specifically that 

: dentist tells you the tooth has to come “During the 1971-73 biennium the 
out, then leaves you in the chair while Board of Regents shall retain separate 
he goes to hunt up his pliers.) At this central administration offices for the 
writing, on June 24, the final merger institutions formerly under the Wiscon- 
bill lays on the governor's desk. And sin State universities and under 
herewith Pete Thomas, staff associate the University of Wisconsin.” 
in the UW’s office of state communi- The agent for elimination of this 
cations, tells you how it finally separateness was to be a body named 
got there.—Ed. the Merger Implementation andy 

” Committee. Chapter 100 said that 
By Peter Thomas ’72 this group, to be: cou posed of regents, 

It had all started nearly five years faculty, students, legislators and 
ago when Governor-elect Patrick J. citizens, should “study and make rec- 
Lucey stated in a little-noted speech ommendations to the Board of Regents 
that he favored the merger of the and legislature by January 31, 1973 
University of Wisconsin with the Wis- on the merging of chapters 36 and 37 
consin State Universities system. of the statutes,” and on some 14 
Govemor Walter Kohler had tried it sometimes sticky concerns such as 
back in 1955 and failed, and the faculty tenure and retirement; faculty 
prevailing opinion in December, 1970 government and campus autonomy; 
was that a merger was now impossible. comparable funding for comparable 

But what was dismissed as so much programs and comparable teaching 
rhetoric in December was a matter loads and salaries for faculty, based on 
of spectacular concern by the entire comparable experience and qualifica- 
Wisconsin higher educational com- tions; and uniform system-wide 
munity in March. The dramatic finale standards for utilization of classrooms 
occurred October 7, 1971 as the State and other facilities. 
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In short, there were still a few much of Chapters 36 and 37, although compromised or left unsatisfied in 

details to be ironed out. In addition, there were areas of conflicting lan- other ways were expressed anew, 

the Merger Committee was also to guage and conspicuous voids. The with. vows to pressure the legislature 

advise the legislature as to “the prac- committee suggested that it was the into making the desired changes. 

ticability, feasibility and wisdom chore of the entire Merger Committee The final task of the committee 

of merger. to work out the conflicts and supply was adoption of a resolution comment- 

James Solberg, an attorney from additional language. By the time of ing on the “practicability, feasibility 

Menomonie and a regent, was selected the May meeting it became apparent and wisdom of merger.” There was no 

as chairman. He called the first meet- that this procedure would not work, consensus. The best the committee 

ing for December 3, 1971. The and the technical committee was could officially say is that merger 

seventeen committee members repre- instructed to construct a finished is feasible. And Regent Walter Renk 

sented such a mixed bag of special draft of a proposed statute. even opposed that. 
interests that journalists who cover While this was happening, another The proposed merger statute was 
this sort of educational exotica more sequence of unrelated events was distributed to the legislature January 
or less openly conjectured that the : taking place which served to solidify 29, 1973. It was introduced as As- 

Se tee Gon Pa eet aban ae. ee 
of the pola siace department’ | When the last Canina iad pesto EA 
represented the University of Wiscon- ; i 
a Vfacules, “while Sacha wk” | Gisputed word was | res mee Committed Bnally re 
spoke for the State University acade- ommended it for passage February 6, 
micians. But their attitudes toward voted upon, there 1974. But at thee oad of the oe 

ta umiee do eisede those em. | OGe 0 Beat percep ee 
mittee members officially designated euphoria in the mended it for passage March 6th. AB 

_as regents were all Republicans, but iY 930 cleared the Assembly on the 21st 
not necessarily of the same persuasion committee room. of March. It sat in the Senate until 
in — aoe oo orem it died on “a at the ce of the 

ion and any number of other subjects. the concept of merger. Although Chap- session, at the end of March. 

Dee octet ee also served ter 100 specifically stated that there _Coverior Thacay calle! 4 sea 2 
naucsoneere designat Sli dora wee to be two central administrations sion of the legislature to deal with a 

eet ene eh bode d. The Until a new statute was devised, the number of bills that had not been 

third “citizen” tatt : _ arrangement was proving undesirable. acted upon during the regular session, 

EN b pe a. tas Joe In the spring of 1972 the two central among them the merger bill. The 

Dee ehent or ini iatich ocak administrations were “functionally proposed statute resurfaced as Senate 

Se a ae a ha merged” while still meeting the letter Bill 2 on April 29th. After amending 
ee a e bers wel of the law. This permitted the con- it profusely the Senate passed the 

predictably divergent stripes, as struction of a single 1973-75 biennial bill May 9th. It was expected that 
were the two students. ; os budget request for the two university it would be forwarded to a compromise 

While the first meeting exhibited systems. While the legal union of committee but the Assembly unex- 
some of the anticipated aimlessness, _ the universities was progressing so very pectedly passed the bill, with all of 
the group did elect to have conducted slowly through the efforts of the the amendments, May 21, 1974. A 
a side-by-side comparison of Merger Committee, the budgeting vagary of one of the amendments 
Chapters 36 and 37. process was building operational permits the governor to use a line 

By January 24, 1972 at its second systemwide ties. veto on the bill, and it was the expec- 
meeting the members were of a mind Throughout the spring, summer and tation of most that he would delete 
that at least one of its major func- autumn the technical committee met, | much of the language inserted 
tions should be the creation of merger argued, drafted, met again, attempted - by the Senate. 
legislation. The side-by-side compari- to reconcile opposing points of view Senate Bill 2 will become the new ; 
son of the two statutes had revealed and, by November, produced a docu- Chapter 36 of the Wisconsin Statutes, ; 
that they were about 90 percent ment of a thousand fragile inter- replacing the language which had 

compatible “and. noncontroversial.” connecting compromises. In four previously related only to The Uni- 
A “technical committee” was created | marathon meetings, held November 9, versity of Wisconsin. Chapter 37, 
to accomplish the task of wedding December 15, January 4 and January _—_ which governed the former State Uni- 
the noncontroversial portions of 19 the full Merger Implementation versities, becomes void. Probably the 
the two statutes into one. F. J. Pelisek, Study Committee painfully nit-picked only two sections of the new Chapter 
Milwaukee attorney and regent, through every word of the behemoth 36 which contain potential for major 
was named chairman of the technical | document, goaded along by Pelisek’s controversy are those relating to stu- 
committee. His demanding chair- determination to finish the job. dent participation in developing rules 
manship of the technical committee is When the last disputed word was for granting tenure, and student man- 
generally credited with much of the voted upon and every contested agement of segregated funds. Of 
final success of producing the bill. phrase finally in place, there was no course, the controversy over the 

By March the committee had com- _ great euphoria in the committee room. “wisdom of merger” will likely 
pleted a document which melded Special interests which had been be around for some time. 
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> ° Moreover, you're the only one who can slow down disaster. 

Th E Crisi 

by Lewis G. Weeks 717 uranium, the sun, or whatever—or quintupled since 1950. Experts predict 
Chairman, Weeks Natural from the creative spirit of the people. that the giant new fields of the North 

Resources, Inc. The progress of civilization has Sea will produce two million to 
paralleled, with remarkable precision, three million barrels per day by 1980, 

ous the growth of energy use. Foremost and perhaps six million to seven 
Limited Occurrence of: Petroleum in ak struggle for existence has million barrels per day by 1990, but 
Petroleum occurs as a minor constitu- been his search for the energy these large local supplies will take 
ent throughout most sedimentary with which to do work. Our attain- care only of the increase in demand 
rocks deposited on the bottoms of ment of world economic leadership in some of the North Atlantic 
those ancient seas which, from time has been energy-based. Historic countries, and that but temporarily. 
to time in the past billions of years, perspective shows the role that energy Over half of Europe’s energy supply 
covered parts of the lands of the earth. _has played. In the tens of thousands will still have to come from else- 
Those rocky deposits in which petro- of years before Christ, civilization where, such as the Arab countries. 
leum is present underlie 17 million advanced relatively little, and only This situation is critical in the U.S. 
square miles, or about 30 percent locally. For 20,000 years 3.c. and extremely so in Japan. 
of the 57 million square miles of the population remained almost static. Assuming it is readily available, our 
the earth’s land area. But they are The rate of mortality was great. The oil consumption from now until the 
not evenly distributed. Some countries only energy known to man was end of the century will total close to 
have little or no sedimentary rocks; that of his muscles. But in the 2000 300 billion barrels. Less than 100 
the areas of others are largely cov- years that followed, there was an billion of this can be supplied 
ered. Experts estimate that when all awakening in man’s spirit and energy; domestically from our conventional 
oil fields on land are found, they and with the attendant immense sources. This leaves well over 200 
may number about 5000, occupying advance in living standards the billion barrels to be imported. Con- 
a total of only about 75,000 square world’s population rose from 200 sidering the inevitable increase in 
miles. The geologist’s job is to locate million to four billion. price and the likely depreciation of 
those small, varyingly productive spots. The forces which underlay this our currency, the cost to us would 
His training and experience also great upsurge flowed mainly from probably run to well upwards of 
permit him to find the correspondingly three forms of energy working in com- _$2 trillion. Some of this energy demand 
large number of fields similarly bination. First, there ‘is that which will probably be supplied from our 
distributed beneath approximately derives from an adequate diet. oil shale or by the hydrogenation 
20 million square miles of conti- Second is the tremendous power-to- of coal, but only at very much 
nental shelves and slopes that underlie accomplish which is supplied by higher prices. 
the sea bottoms. the fossil fuels, coal and petroleum. (You may be wondering about the 

. spe ge Third, and equally important, is outlook for large additional oil dis- 
The Role of Energy in Civilization the energy awakened in the spirit of coveries in the Arab countries. The 

Energy and discipline are the most man. This is what led him to tap main source of oil in those countries 
basic elements in a nation’s economy. the power stored in coal and petro- has already been found. This is one 
Its sustaining strength depends more leum. The effect of these three reason for their tightening up on 
on its economic and moral fiber forms of energy was not in propor- its export and on the rising prices 
than on its military power. The pres- tion to the sum thereof, but to their to us, recently from about $2 a barrel 
ent world energy trauma—sometimes product. to about $12 a barrel, and destined 
referred to as a “crisis,” sometimes to go higher.) 
as a “shortage’—should bring home Energy Demand-Supply Relations When we talk about petroleum 
to everyone the truth of this state- Growth in the use of energy has imports we are assuming that the 
ment. It applies whether energy been phenomenal. Think about these nations with surplus oil will agree 
is derived from petroleum, coal, things: Over half of all the coal to make it available, but their financial 

produced in the world to date has situation is such that they can hold 
been mined since 1940. Half of all their oil for even greater profit to 

the oil produced has been taken 
from the earth since 1963. Europe’s 
petroleum needs have more than 
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them and cost to us. Mean- seriously inconvenienced. Oil today 
while they suggest taking over part equals in tonnage all other items 
of our petroleum industry and perhaps in international trade. In the 1970s * 
other businesses. Sheikh Ahmed the world will consume about as much &. 
Yamani, Saudi Arabia’s very active petroleum as it did in the prior 112 a a : 

and able petroleum minister with years of the petroleum industry. In \ — 
whom I visited recently, stated that Europe and Japan the consumption 3 mo 
his nation could be producing of energy has been growing at cal 
20 million barrels a day by 1980, three to five times the rate of popu- a 
or 20 percent of the Free World's lation increase! a 
supply forecast for that time, as com- If continued at the recent rate of — 
pared to 8.5 million barrels or 14 consumption growth, the world i So 
percent today. will consume something like 730 bil- Lewis G. Weeks °17 is one of the 

You may have thought, as many lion barrels of oil and 1000 trillion nations most respected geologists. 
have, that now with the 10-billion cubic feet of natural gas over the Following postgraduate work at 
to 12-billion-barrels oilfield discovered next 20 years. These amounts are much Cornell he joined the Whitehall 
on the Alaska North Slope we will greater than are available today in P etroleum Co. at age 27, worked in | 
have all we need. Would that this the world. For this reason, and India and recommended that the | 
were true! If and when the industry because of the almost certain nega- Company search for oil in Saudi 
is permitted to market that oil we tive effect on world economics, we Arabia. At age 31, in 1924, he 
would need four or five times that may anticipate that the rate of growth went to work for what is now 
amount of new supply to fill our of petroleum consumption of the Exxon, and led the firm to major 
energy gap of today. And at the past three decades will diminish con- discoveries in Europe, Western 
current rate of consumption increase, siderably in the years and decades Canada, and South America. 
by 1985 the U.S. will need to find ahead. He retired in 1958 and opened 
one of these 10-billion-barrel fields So great is the accelerating demand his own oil consulting business in 
every 10 months. This is most un- for energy that we can truly say Westport, Connecticut. One of 
likely. Indeed, we cannot be sure that the years of abundant supply his clients was Broken Hill Proprie- 
we will ever find another of that size. at supportable prices are relatively tary, in Australia. On his recom- 

There has been well over a 100- few. The age of fossil fuels has been mendation it sank a test well 30 
percent growth in energy use in the correctly and aptly described as miles offshore near Melbourne, hit 
US. in the last 15 years. We have “but a moment in the total of gas and oil on the first drilling. 
only six percent of the world’s popula- | human history.” Those oil fields now produce nearly 
tion, but we consume 35 percent of Perhaps the situation can best be 400,000 barrels a day, and 
its energy. Oil and gas supplies put in perspective by stating that, earn Mr. Weeks $3.5 million 
76 percent of our energy needs. at current rates of consumption annually in royalties. 
Assuming the oil is available, at least increase, some 70 percent of the Ina profile on him (June 1, 1974) 
50 percent of our needs will have world’s total original supply of con- FORBES magazine says: “There are 
to be imported in 1985—as compared ventional oil resources will have been few parts of the world unfamiliar 
to less than 30 percent today—and consumed within the normal lifetime to the peripatetic Weeks, and few 
75 percent of a very much larger of individuals now in their twenties. of its rock structures that he does 
demand will have to be supplied Conventional world oil production not know intimately. He has 
from abroad by 1995. Unfortunately, will probably peak late in this century visited Siberia and the highest 

_ We may not have a major choice with or very early in the 21st. But it Andes. Along the way he authored 
the exception of some of the large will cease to meet demand long more than 100 scientific papers 
high-sulphur reserves of the Middle before that. Indeed, we already see and a number of books on the 
East and the well-known pollution the beginning of this shortfall. occurrence of oil around the globe.” 
problems they present. Our large After its peak, production will begin Mr. Weeks has given the campus 

reserves of coal do not offer a ready a slow decline, lasting for over 100 the largest individual gift in Uni- 
escape from pollution since those most years, contributing less and less versity history: $2.5 million toward 
available and otherwise desirable are to the world’s energy needs, ending the geology-geophysics building 
high in sulphur, and we have not in a trickle, but still in demand. at W. Dayton and N. Orchard 
learned to desulphur them economi- Only at rising prices can a maximum streets (wa, March 1974). The 
cally. Desulphurization of crude oil amount of an ever-diminishing building—logically named 
appears to be less a problem but at fraction of the growing petroleum Lewis G. Weeks Hall for Geological 
greatly added cost. energy needs be supplied. (I shall Science—will be dedicated on 

The per capita use of energy in come back to the matter of our nation’s October 18. Mr. Weeks will be hon- 
the world has doubled in each of unsupportable costs. ) ored during that ceremony, as well 
the last three decades. If we 3 as at a forum following, centering on 
consider this along with our grow- International Concern the world energy crisis and spon- : 
ing population of energy-consuming All of the world’s petroleum supplies sored by the UW Presidents Club. 
youth we have a main reason for in excess of domestic needs are con- In 1972 Mr. Weeks was a 
the increased squandering of our recipient of the Wisconsin 

energy resources. It will be the Alumni Association’s Distinguished 
younger generation who will be so Service Award. 
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trolled by the Soviet Union and the the end is in sight for a large number giant fields, using the most efficient, 
: Oil Producing and Exporting of industrially critical domestic sup- yet-undeveloped techniques, will 

Countries (OPEC), most of which plies of metals. Some of these can perhaps be profitably exploited. It 
are Arab countries in the Middle be obtained only from abroad, and seems doubtful that petroleum in 
East. Russia corresponds to the Middle _ only for the limited time they are avail- anything like the yields required for 
East in the gas picture, though she able. Thousands of tons of steel, tin commercial operations exists below 
also has huge amounts of excess oil. and aluminum have been used up water depths of 10,000 feet and more. 

In December, 1973, the United on a lavish scale to make beer and This brings us to the question of 
Nations, without a dissenting vote, pop cans. Great amounts of copper the expense of the subsea petroleum 
agreed to the establishment of a have gone into millions of brass resources, their distribution, and 
United Nations University. It is to lipsticks and other toiletry articles. their ownership when they are located 
emphasize research in the resolution Vast quantities of petroleum have some distance out from the coast. 
of problems of most critical interest been consumed in the manufacture The 1958 Geneva Convention, one 
to the nations of the world. The of auto tires, and so on almost of several negotiated at United 
energy shortage is considered as indefinitely. Therefore, even if the Nations conferences on the Law of 
foremost among these concerns. Japan energy were readily available to proc-. the Seas, set up certain rules on 
immediately subscribed $100 million ess them, many of the earth’s other the ownership of subsea resources. 
toward the university and agreed resources are not adequate to support They were agreed to by many of 
to erect a central core of university a projection of current develop- the world powers, but they raised 
buildings north of Tokyo. Other ment growth. Unlike petroleum, more problems than they solved, as 
nations are considering similar centers various metals can be recycled, but seems customary in the U.N. 
for special problem research. In only in small part; meanwhile, the So, in recent years the U.N. has 
April of this year a special two-day projected civilian demands are been attempting to bring about agree- 
meeting of representatives of govern- immense, not to mention those of ments on “fair and acceptable 
ment, industry, universities, and defense. boundaries,” applicable in all of the 
the U.N. met in St. Louis for discus- Equally important, the world’s seas of the world, between the 
sion of the problems and what population cannot all go back to areas near the coast of national domain 

needs to be done in the implementa- the farm. Even if there were suffi- and jurisdiction and the outer areas 
tion of remedial research. My part cient land, enough food could not of the main ocean, which would 
in the discussions concerned mainly be supplied without the fertilizers that be recognized as coming under inter- 
the problems of energy. The technical are already in critically short supply, national jurisdiction. This particular 
presentations were in general excel- as are tools and machinery. The concern about domain boundaries 
lent; it is hoped that the political energy that is expended in worldwide applies only to the resources on 
handling will be constructive. food gathering and transporta- and beneath the sea bottom; not to 

At the current rate of increase in tion alone is immense. the waters themselves, their fish ; 
demand for and cost of petroleum, and and other contents, nor their 
assuming that supplies are available The Search to the Seas surfaces. 
and economically supportable, The intensive search for oil has spread Anyone who has sat in on a U.N. 
the ability of our nation to meet to the seas. Off many of the coasts .. debate on this matter probably 
the strain may logically be questioned. of the world, interest in petroleum soon realized that there are about 
Based on the certain overall decline prospects has been extended well as many different views as there 
in domestic supplies and on an beyond the edge of the continental are member nations on where the 
extrapolation of the recent rate of shelf—the 600-foot water depth. national/international domain bound- 
increase in petroleum demand; and In a few cases it has extended even ary should be drawn and on rules 
based also on a price of only $15 to water depths as great as 10,000 governing exploitation of the resources. 
a barrel in 1985 and $30 a barrel in feet. Exploration wells can be The four most commonly proposed 
1995, our country’s annual import cost drilled beneath waters deeper than boundaries are 200 meters (650 feet) 
in terms of 1974 dollars would be 10,000 feet; in fact, hundreds of of water depth; 3000 meters (10,000 
something like $60 billion by 1985 holes have been drilled throughout the feet) of water depth; 40 miles from 
and perhaps $150 billion by 1995. oceans beneath waters up to 20,000 the coast; and 300 miles from the 
(As a basis for comparison, the feet of depth for geologic research. coast. All of the world’s nations, 
total cost of all U.S. imports of every Nevertheless, engineering research including the land-locked states in 
kind for 1972 was $25 billion.) has not yet mastered the economic continental interiors, want a share 
Imbalances of trade of such dimen- problems of producing any oil that of the subsea resources. 
sions, if we do not prepare to meet might be found at depths of more 
them, could wreak havoc with our than about 1800 feet. I have no doubt, What About Other Sources? 
international status and monetary however, that if petroleum is ever A favorite comment is; “When our 
relationships. Substitute fuels will suf- found in quantity at the greater petroleum is gone, we will simply 
fer the effects of rising costs on an depths by exploration wells, industry get our energy from coal, oil shale, 
even greater scale. will find a means for its commer- nuclear, geothermal, solar, or some 

Oil and gas aren’t the only raw cial production. other energy source.” Yes, we will, but 
materials we have largely exhausted. Studies show that the cost of in very much smaller amounts, and 
For us and many other nations exploitation of petroleum from be- at higher prices and a wait of 

neath 1000 feet of water is three two or three decades for the nec- 
to four times that at 100 feet. Opera- : 
tions under several thousand feet of 
water may be so costly that only 
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essary research. Petroleum is by far was commonly predicted that if it 

the most efficient and versatile of went up another $1, shale oil might 
energy sources. It is the only raw begin to be competitive. However, “Why havent 

material for the vast array of petro- a we have stressed, costs generally 
chemicals we depend on for many ave risen very much faster than b Id? 

hundreds of products from beauty has the price of oil and gas. As we een. to ’ 

creams to clothing, electrical insula- energy from oil and gas has been, 

tion, plastics, auto tires, construction comparatively, so very cheap, we This common question, says 

materials, etc. Petroleum is unique have largely used them up. Mr. Weeks, is “encouraged pri- 
by reason of this vast utility, its Power based on electricity is about marily by vote-seeking poli- 

unsurpassed. end-product versatility our only refuge outside of the fossil ticians.” In answer, he points out: 
and, above all, its very low cost com- _ fuels, but we are seriously unprepared “We have been told, repeatedly, 
pared with all other energy sources. for the employment of such energy. over more than 30 years. We 
If this were not true, the world Regardless of the energy source, have been given the statistics 
would long ago have concentrated the production of electricity is one many times. By actual count, 
on one or more substitute sources. It of the most wasteful uses of primary I have published these no less 
is only fair to point out that nowhere energy. (Solar energy for home than a dozen times since 1940, 

on earth are the normal prices of and space heating is widely used in reported them to the U.N., and 

petroleum products as low as in the Japan and to a lesser extent in many announced them widely in 

U.S., and in most countries they other areas of the world. I use solar lectures. 
run two or three times the prices here. _ heat effectively in my home. Its “In the late 1930s I initiated 

Petroleum will always be preferred use is particularly laudable since quantitative assessments of 

among fuels. So great is the con- it frees petroleum energy for other potential resources of all of 

venience of oil and gas, and so purposes. ) the world’s basins, including 
valuable are they as a chemical raw The thought of atomic energy cap- all countries and for the world 
material that much of the world’s tures the imagination. One pound of as a whole. These were pub- 
coal will probably in time be con- uranium, about the size of an egg, lished three times in the 
verted to gas and oil. has an energy capacity equal to 1940s and several times since. 

Oil and gas will also be extracted that of 15 carloads of coal. The prob- They were presented to the 

from oil shales by heating, a process em is to make this energy avail- U.N. Conference on the Conser- 
that is less complex chemically and able in a form we can use. Atomic vation and Utilization of Natural 

operationally, and less costly than energy as a supplement to petroleum Resources four years after the 
coal. So in time, petroleum of a is still not assured in our future, even birth of the United Nations. 
kind—a_pseudopetroleam—will no for the many petroleum-short coun- At that conference and on many 
doubt be produced, though not at the _ tries, including the U.S. High other occasions before and since 
low cost of conventional petroleum. labor costs particularly, coupled 1949 I called attention to the 
Tt will be derived from oil sands with the current five-to-10-years very finite nature of the petro- 
by some process of slowly washing wait for plant delivery, plus the leum age and the inevitability of 
the oil out of the sands, and from sometimes unreasonable objection of inadequate supply. 
shale oil and coal by hydrogenation or environmentalists, have greatly de- “Simultaneously with my world- 
methanation. Other sources of layed, and in some cases inhibited, wide petroleum occurrence 
industrial energy and power, all of its use. research, studies of other forms 
them inorganic and all utilizable The most likely prime energy of energy resources were being 
only through the medium of electricity, Source supplement to petroleum will made. The part that each energy 

include: water power, tidal and geo- probably be nuclear power; first source would play logically 

thermal energy, solar energy and through the perfection of the breeder in supplying my projected 

nuclear power. reactor, then—hopefully later on, energy demand over the next 100 

In the utilization of all sources but still decades away—by hydro- years was published in August 

of energy some 25 percent to 40 per-- gen fusion. Nuclear energy, as in the 1959 under the title ‘Where 

cent or more of the energy input case of that from the sun and other Will Energy Come From in 

does not serve a useful purpose. sources, will be utilized mainly in the Year 2059? This formed the 

The automobile, for instance, sends the form of electricity. keynote of a symposium, in 

out of its exhaust some 70 percent or Preparation of uranium for today’s 1959, of the first 100 years 

more of the energy supplied it! use first requires enrichment. Three of the oil industry.” 

About the same percentage of enrichment plants are in operation in Mr. Weeks notes that many 

energy is wasted in our electric the U.S. They were built by the others have also issued such 

power generating systems. There are government at a cost of over $1 bil- warnings, although “nearly all 

additional power transmission losses, lion each. It has been predicted have confined their remarks to 

making the use of electricity rela- that at least 30 times this enrichment the United States,” rather 

tively local and very costly. capacity will be required by the than the worldwide situation. 

The delay in the development of end of the century. Today, only a One expert whom he cites as 

substitute energy sources is due small percentage of the potential particularly worthwhile is 

mainly to unsupportable costs, but M. King Hubbert, of the United 

is increased by their limited versatility, States Geological Survey, 

making them noncompetitive with whose “views may be even 

petroleum in both respects. When more pessimistic than mine.” 
oil was selling at $2 a barrel, it 
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power of the uranium atom is utilized; _ elemental sulphur. Both are discoveries _ploration for the hidden oil reservoirs. 
and unless and until the breeder of the petroleum industry. It has It may cost several million dollars 
reactor is perfected uranium will, in pioneered, too, in the development to operate one exploration well, and } 
a relatively short time, also be in of marine expertise. most of these are unsuccessful: 
short supply. Other forms of resource based on in the U.S., only one in 50 finds a 

Nuclear power based on today’s marine geology or oceanology include commercial oil field. When one is 
fission process has potential hazards. the magnesium and bromine now found, further scores of millions are 
On the other hand, power potential being extensively recovered from spent in development drilling; after 
based on contained or controlled sea water, plus such potentially valu- which many additional scores of 
atomic fusion—if the process can able minerals as iron ore, manganese, millions are required for the produc- 
ever be accomplished—is not only coal, nickel, gold, cobalt, copper, tion and oil-gathering pipelines, 
unlimited as to source, but is com- zinc, lead, diamonds, ilmenite, rutile, for ocean-going tankers, for stabiliza- 
pletely devoid of any contaminating zircon and other placer minerals. tion plants to separate the gas from 
products; the only byproduct is water. The first nine of these metals occur the crude oil and remove the liquids 

To date 28 nuclear plants have in large concentrations in three dissolved in the gas. Then $20 
been put into commercial opera- rift pools at the bottom of the Red million to $50 million may be spent 
tion in the U.S. Fifty more are Sea, and perhaps in many other on a refinery to maintain the prod- 
under construction and 60 are on similar situations. Chemical and phar- _ ucts, and more millions in getting them 
order. When all these are completed, maceutical raw materials are also said to market. 
20 or more years hence, they will to be potential marine resources. Yet up until two years ago the 
have added about 30 percent to In connection therewith, the future price of a gallon of gas in the U.S. 
the country’s present kilowatt capacity. _ will bring multi-purpose seaside or was little different from that of 1920, 
Still, the sum of all of these will even subsea plants which will be if we subtract all of the taxes the 
account for but a small percentage powered by nuclear fusion, using government added on. In fact, when 
of the potential energy demand. There deuterium from the sea water. we deduct all those taxes, gasoline 
is currently much popular opposition sells at this moment for less than 
to nuclear plants, but the time will Who Should Take Over? 50 percent above what it did a half- 
probably come when the public Despite the urgings of a few poli- century ago! Compare this to a 
will plead with utility companies ticians, not many Americans can price rise of 500 percent to more 
to build them. The same will be true be naive enough to believe that the than 1000 percent for every other 
in regard to refineries, offshore drill- government should step in to “solve” staple product purchased today, rises 
ing, petroleum import facilities, our crisis by taking over the oil which began with a flourish in the 
tankers. Now there is the want and industry. Oil and gas supplies are 1930s. No industry has contributed 
the need expressed, but with it the maintained by tremendous efforts more to the security of the nation 
caution: “Don’t drill any of your wells by geologists and by the judicious use and the standard of living of the 
around here or off our shores, or of money on the part of the petroleum people, and no industry has done 
build any of your refineries or bring industry. Governments simply never more to hold down costs to the 
any of your dirty tankers along can run such an operation. If they public than has the petroleum 
our coasts.” Part of the higher cost accomplish anything at all it is industry. Yet none has suffered more 
of gasoline in New England is through taxes paid in to offset gov- misrepresentation and abuse. 
due to the prohibition of refineries. ernment inefficiencies and_ technical What about the profit picture in 
In contrast to the ban on drilling inabilities, and because the governmen- the industry? Oil companies in this 
off our Atlantic coast, 63 percent of tal operation itself is free of the nation have for years earned not 
the area of the North Sea is now huge sums others annually pay in only lower-than-average profits— 
under active exploration by oil taxes. Moreover, the huge tax revenues measured both historically and in com- 
companies. And the same is true off that would not be coming from parison to other business—but 
the shores of scores of other countries. oil companies under government oper- those profits are to a large degree 

The development of synthetic or ation would have to be obtained realized on the basis of oil and gas 
substitute sources of energy should by increasing the taxes of other indus- reserves that were found years ago 
have been initiated decades ago. The tries and private businesses, as at very much lower finding costs. 
same urgency does not exist for well as those of the individual. Today, our oil industry taxes total more 
the USSR and the OPEC countries. In spite of immense and constantly than twice the combined payments 
They have sufficient resources to rising costs, the petroleum industry’s to its employees and its stockholders. 
last several decades, and they then record is unparalleled for maintain- The plain fact is that oil and gas 
stand to benefit from the substitute ing prices of its products to the have for years been selling below 
energy-source know-how that will public. Hundreds of millions of dol- today’s replacement costs in most 
have been developed by others at great Jars are exacted from the industry of the U.S., a situation that will 
cost. Even now, our information is by foreign governments in huge lease spread worldwide. The depletion allow- 
that Russia is further advanced bonuses, annual rentals and taxes. ance cut, amounting to $700 mil- 
than we are in uranium breeder These must be paid in at the out- lion last year, reduced still further 
reactors and even in fusion research. set just for the right to explore. Next, the financial limit of what this high- 

The petroleum industry seems scores of millions are spent in ex- risk industry can do. And if that 
destined to become involved more ‘ is eliminated entirely, as has been 
and more in chemical and other proposed, the small tax gain to the 
resource business. In fact, the two most 
valuable chemical raw materials in an 
infinity of areas are petroleum and 
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government will be offset by a far quickly; their price fixed by politics On the consumer level, a large 

greater cost to the consuming rather than by economics, while percentage of our oil consumption 
public. the cost of all other basic commodi- could be saved by eliminating the 

A situation has resulted from ties rose many times. That ceiling completely unnecessary and greatly 
recent worldwide circumstances of is the reason why we now are forced oversized, overpowered cars or 
supply and demand whereby many oil to pay high prices for imports, adding our massive, inefficient train equip- 
company earnings showed a sudden yet another burden on the nation’s ment. The modern automobile is 

increase. This news was gleefully economy and its balance of trade, only about five percent efficient, as 

seized upon in some quarters, but and leaving us at the mercy of the I have said before, and even this 

we must keep in mind a few points foreign producers. That ceiling; not the _ efficiency is being lowered by about 20 

in addition to the above-mentioned fact oil industry. percent by the use of the emission 

that for years the earnings of oil The U.S. has been blessed with controls demanded by environmen- 

companies have averaged far below resources enough to let us escape— talists. We overheat our homes 

those of other U.S. industry. In until now—the inefficiencies of govern- _and offices in winter and overcool 

addition, note that: 1) Greater-than- ment. And for the last four decades them in summer. (And in your hotel 

normal earnings accrue each year we have been mortgaging our room, that summer overcooling 

to hundreds of businesses in this future as a result. Blithely we have is compensated for by an electric 

country, for any number of reasons been playing both ends against blanket!) The Bureau of Mines cal- 

and without bringing forth political the middle until there is dangerously culates that better insulation alone 

outburst; 2) Oil companies, instead of too little middle left. could save this nation $100 million a 

paying the increased profits out to Predictions on the scale. of future day in oil consumption by 1985. 

shareholders, are adding them to expenditures become increasingly More and more of our manufactured 
their budgets in order to find and astounding because of nationwide pro- goods now appear to self-destruct 

develop new reserves so urgently liferation of unsupportable costs, the within a short span of time. This 

needed; and 3) The petroleum indus- economically and morally destruc- built-in obsolescence adds tremen- 

try is beset by escalating erosion in tive result of which is inflation. dously to our energy consumption, not 

the value of its earnings as a result Whenever costs of whatever size to mention our cost of living. The 

of government profligacy. The result of or nature are not matched by produc- _ constant changing of styles, whether 

this fact is that today there are tivity, or do not create economic in clothing, cars or habits, accom- 

many hundreds of U.S. companies utility greater than those costs— plishes the same squandering of 

searching for oil in over 100 but rather are fiscally supported by energy. 

foreign countries, whereas 15 years the excess creation of purchasing And as the price of that energy : 

ago there were fewer than 10. media—the result must be economic becomes economically excessive, as 

It is the reason why drilling for waste and inflation. The basically de- it must, demand will, as it must, 

oil and gas in the United States has termining elements of cost are taxes, diminish. Of course this will have 

dropped from 56,682 well completions wages, salaries, the multitude of accompanying adverse consequences 

in 1955 to 26,532 in 1970. Simple “services,” both governmental and on our economy and on our status as 

economics is the reason why drilling private, plus the pernicious excess a nation. A decreasing use of energy 

companies have reluctantly been of creation of purchasing media. These _is one of the most telling earmarks 

scrapping their rigs or shipping have risen in the U.S. so far above of a people. 
them elsewhere. their productivity value as to become A message from St. Paul, written 

The word “monopoly” has been a matter that should be of very nearly 2000 years ago, has fiscal 
thrown around, also. Well, there are serious national concern. Some of as well as moral applications 

40,000 oil companies competing our most costly services are born of that are true today, and on a national 

in every phase of the business, attempt- a hodgepodge of laws which have scale. He wrote: “We have erred 

ing to beat the competition, the mar- been ingeniously built-in and are and strayed from Thy ways like 

gin of their earnings not large enough —unbelievably complex and self-serving. lost sheep. We have done these things 

to find and provide the additional Caspar Weinberger, secretary of . . . and there is no help in us.” 

energy our economy so urgently needs. Health, Education and Welfare, Just as we have wasted our precious 

Does that sound like a monopoly? recently pointed out that his depart- energy heritage, we continue to 
Some two decades ago, by authori- ment’s 1973 budget of $83 billion throw away billions of dollars each 

zation of the Supreme Court, the is the largest of any federal agency, year on an escalating profusion 

Federal Power Commission placed a including the War Department. of wants, pretended needs, and symp- 
ceiling on the price of gas so low His budget for the next fiscal year toms. It is well past time that we, 

that, coast to coast, industrial is $111 billion—an increase of $28 as a nation and individually, begin 
and private uses of energy turned billion! He said that any effort to mature and to forget the symptoms 
to gas, abandoning coal and all other to cut spending only produces new by recognizing, admitting and elimi- 

sources of energy. The result is that congressional mandates to spend more. _ nating their causes. National policy 
we cannot now call on them in our The secretary tells of “the prevalent can rise no higher than the stand- 

need. That ceiling made it uneconomic myth that money can solve the ards of its people. 

for producers to explore for new gas social problems of the nation,” and 
supplies in this country. That ceiling that when it doesn’t do so, the 
caused us to use up our gas reserves appropriation is doubled. He further 

indicated that a major part of his 
budget is earmarked for the alleviation 
of symptoms, instead of correction 
of causes. 
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by Prof. Shirley Abrahamson _! have finished a job. | Oh, oes ee Taw mae So the senator’s dream isn’t my 
dream. But it is my sister’s. (I mean 

Oh, wep “Women are all right in their place” bed pore ar “ se 
_w; : nite!” kind of sister. ly sister lives 

Don t be Wis. Seno Gordon BoD that dream. She enjoys it. She can’t 
afraid of If the senator were here we might come to my house because she sees 

ask him just what is the woman’s the dirt. I can’t go to her house 
equal rights place? I assume what he means is that _ because all those shiny surfaces hurt 

women ought to know butter from my eyes. So that’s perfect: 
for the oleo. I think that when people talk we enjoy each other, and I sympathize 

about a “woman in her place” they with her plight and she with mine. 
opposition. portray her in a three-bedroom house We've both made our beds, so 

with two baths, a family room, a to speak, and we each can survive 
green lawn and a green back yard; on our own. 
maybe there's a swimming pool. However, even for those who place 
There’s wall-to-wall carpeting, 2% chil- themselves in the picture, the senator’s 
dren and a tall, handsome, elegant, dream is a faulty one in today’s 
hard-working husband. The woman society. Most women can’t really 
is always loving, calm, sweet-tempered. _ exist in it, because approximately half 
He’s always loving, calm, strong, the women who have young children 
able, supporting. They keep house must or do work. 
together. She makes beautiful gourmet More and more women are in the 
meals. Cheaply. She washes the labor market. One out of every ten 
clothes in a Kenmore, using All- is supporting a family. Eight percent 
Temperature Cheer. The kids use of the women who work have 
Crest and don’t have any cavities. husbands whose income is less than 
Everything is joyous. $3000 a year. Twenty-two percent 

And that’s a perfectly ok dream. of the women who work have 
That’s a good life, if that’s what you husbands whose salary is between 
want and if you can afford it. $3000 and $7000 a year. So approxi- 
Many of you probably thought that mately 30 percent of the women 
after I painted that dream, I would who work bring home pay checks that 
destroy it. I do not, although I are essential for the very main- 
can’t live it. If I stay home on a tenance of the family unit. Many of 
Saturday or Sunday, I’m exhausted. the other women work to maintain a 
I can’t do that kind of physical work. _ standard of living which the family 
Cooking a good meal, cleaning up wants—a car, a home, a vacation 
the house and getting the corners on trip, college education for the 
the pictures is tough work for me, child, etc. 
and it’s demoralizing. You know why? The working woman got up this 
Because next week the corners on morning between five and six o'clock. 
the pictures are going to be dirty She threw together breakfast, lunch 
again! But when I close a file at the and dinner—hopefully in the right 
law office, it’s closed! I’m done. order. She did a couple of loads 
I get a great sense of achievement. of wash with cold water so that every- 

one else in the family would have 
hot water. Then she kissed her 
husband and kids; put out the dog 
and cat and took care of the variety 
of other animals; and took the car 
or mass transportation to work. 
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And at her place of work she prob- been physically assaulted and robbed 
ably is not eligible for the higher- and therefore were engaged in a 8 
paid jobs. There is a high likelihood potentially dangerous occupation. e 
that although she has the same job as Although no carrier had been sexually eae 
a male, with the same hours of molested, the court predicted rape a ae 
work, she is probably given a dif- if girls were. carriers. What about — 
ferent title and less money. She my son, who's 12? If it’s too ad 
has less chance of advancement on dangerous for your big 12-year-old (ee 

that job. girl who is taller than he and out- : 
You ask why, they'll tell you women _ weighs him, then why should the 

get married and quit. They move state allow my 12-year-old boy to be 3 
when their husbands move. They out there, to be assaulted? I’m just He Abrahamson graduated first 
get sick oftener. as concerned about my boy as you in her class in the Law School 

The statistical truth is that women are about your girl. When my boy at Indiana University in 1956, 
get married and go to—or stay at— is in a public place I want him to be joined our Law School faculty 
work, And a lot of men move because free from molestation. I think we as a lecturer in 1961 and became 
they want to change jobs, their wives have to look at it this way: if it’s too af ull prof oy oe She 
get different jobs, the family wants dangerous for a girl, we should Tang i ! RE AED PAG, 
to go back to (or leave) the question whether it’s too dangerous Tice An tO Ms a of 
hometown, or because there’s an for a boy. You've got to look at the ed: chavies oi ine bia! 
illness in the family, and on and on. the individual girl or boy, and see Civil Liberties Union ons 
There are just lots of reasons why men _— whether the particular individual can g member of the grievance 
or women change jobs. There’s no handle the situation. The sex of the COUT? ae a ee of d 
showing that women move more child is not the significant factor. ide dace aS eS & ae ase, 
frequently from job to job than do Maybe delivering newspapers is too on her ta oe b Ce "AL ome 
men. And men have more absenteeism _ dangerous for all children under, what?, cus sponsaleG Lu Phe eT 
than do women, both of the short- . . . 82? (My parents wouldn't let ROCIO 
term and long-range varieties. me cross the street alone till I was 

Or, they'll say women get pregnant. 29. You know how parents are! ) 

Well, that’s true! But a pregnant I should also point out that New laws are viewed as protective legisla- 

woman can work. Our mothers and York has a newspaper carrier’s act tion for women. Many of them were 

grandmothers worked a full day that allows both boys and girls to be passed in the 1920s when, as you 
in the house without all our modern employed, and in the South girls know, unions were weak and workers 
labor-saving conveniences, or they have traditionally been newspaper were thought to be exploited. The 

worked in the fields. They delivered carriers. So maybe it’s a cultural state laws protecting male workers 

the child, and a couple of days thing. I suggest to you that the State were declared unconstitutional by the 

later—if it was even a couple of Supreme Court was wrong. In all U.S. Supreme Court, but laws which 

days—went back into the house or its wisdom it was wrong. (After protected women and children were 

field and took care of the 10 or the Supreme Court case the Wiscon- held valid. If I ask how many of ; 

12 other children. sin legislature changed the law to you are in favor of doing away with 

Further, more and more women permit girls to be newspaper these laws, you should tell me my 

today get pregnant only when they carriers. ) question is unfair: The issue is not 

want to. Men, on the other hand, Remember the fuss about listing jobs whether we are in favor of doing 

have more coronaries than do women, by the nature of the work rather away with these “women-protective 

and the coronaries aren’t planned! than by “men” or “women”? News- laws”, but rather whether we should 

Those arguments are the frustrations papers fought it. Advertisers fought it. extend their protection to all workers, 

that face women in the employment They now obey it, and I don’t see regardless of sex. It’s not a sex ques- 

field. Of course, the working woman any great turmoil as a result. So tion: it’s one of what’s good for 

has the protection of federal statutes a lesson may be that we shouldn’t society and for the individual 

which guarantee equal job status predict turmoil when we change worker. So we ought to have, maybe, 

and equal pay. Most women unite our ways. a maximum-hour law for everybody 

on the desirability of these equal The thing that we women split to insure that people have leisure 

rights provisions. forces on is whether or not we'd like time. We ought to have a Wisconsin 

The Wisconsin Supreme Court to do away with the laws that assure minimum wage law for men; there 

recently had before it the question women a minimum wage; or which is none. What reason is there to 

of whether or not girls could be _ prohibit women from working guarantee women a minimum wage, 

newspaper boys. “Newspaper carriers,” more than a set number of hours but to have no such guarantee for 

I should say. The majority of the a week; or which prevent women men? This is sexism. 

court upheld a state statute prohibit- from working at certain occupations. Much of our “protective legislation” 

ing the employment of girls under 18 (One such law in Wisconsin was has been used against women. The 

as newspaper carriers. Boys over 12 that women could not cut men’s hair; maximum-hour restriction means 

could be so employed. The court and in this state a woman still can’t that a woman can’t work overtime to 

found that newspaper carriers had be a public land appraiser.) Women make enough money for her family. 
are further divided on the laws The compulsory rest laws mean 

which prohibit them from working women won't be hired for a particular 

at certain jobs at night. All these 
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job, because the men don’t get guaran- that’s a fair deal. He’s not supporting takes a “partnership” view of marriage, 
teed rest periods. The night-work you for nothing, right? (If it’s not holding that the woman contributes 
prohibition is unreasonable because right you've got a better deal than her share by keeping house and by 
in some family units it might be I have!) The equal rights laws raising the family, and that she 
better if the woman works the night do not change that. has to be equitably compensated. 
shift while the husband is home taking What they might do—and it’s now A woman should not be afraid of 
care of the family. Far better than the divorce law in the state of losing support and property rights. 
if she has to work all day while Wisconsin—is say that the spouse There is no reason to oppose the equal 
the husband works, and they have who is able must support the other in rights amendment or bills on this 
to hire sitters or otherwise make-do the event of a divorce. So if you ground, 
with some form of child care. So have a woman who's divorcing her You should remember that this 
what was intended as protective legis- aged, ill husband and going off “equal rights and responsibilities of 
lation in the 1920s became discrimi- with a younger man, and she is well- spouses” in the State of Wisconsin 
natory against certain women in to-do, she has the obligation to support | came about by amendment to the di- 
the 1970s. On the other hand, there that ex-husband after the divorce, vorce laws, probate laws and tax 
are workers in society who need just as he would have to do in a laws, not by the passage of an equal ' 
protection regardless of whether reverse situation. I don’t find that rights act. Some women’s groups 
they are men or women. unfair; I find it humanitarian. I think in Wisconsin militantly opposed the 

A major fear of women which makes that’s what you bargained for when women’s equal rights legislation. 
them oppose equal rights is in the you got married. These groups raised the spectre of 
area of “family law.” Women seem In Wisconsin, as in other states, the wife and children losing support 
to fear that “equal rights” means both spouses are obligated for child rights and losing their own property. 
wives will lose the right of support support: if she has funds or she has So the Wisconsin Legislature loudly 
during marriage and in the event a job, she might have to contribute to and vigorously “defending the ladies,” 
of a divorce. They see the husband the child support just as he does; defeated the “women’s equal rights 
coming home and saying “Tomorrow which, again, I think is fair. law” but quietly enacted “men’s 
morning at 8 you go out and get It used to be that in the state of equal rights laws” by amending the 
a job!” Some women and men believe Wisconsin the women were favored divorce, inheritance, and tax laws 
the equal rights legislation is thus in some property, probate and tax giving men equal rights with ‘ 
destructive to the family unit. That’s laws. It used to be that in a divorce women. 
not what these equal rights enact- the woman retained her own property A third concern women have had 
ments mean. Indeed, I believe that and she could receive some of the about equal-rights legislation is 
the equal rights legislation and husband’s property. Now, the divorce based on their fear that women will 
society's increasing emphasis on law provides that the court can have to serve in the armed forces. 
women enhances the homemaker’s divide equitably the property of The woman envisions herself or 
role. The premise of such legislation both parties no matter who owns it. her daughter on the front line. First 
is that the spouse who works at It used to be when a husband died he of all, we don’t have any military 
home does so because she (or he) could will his wife property worth requirements now, but that’s not 
wants to, not because she (or he) $15,000 tax free; if she died and the full answer; we may have in the 
has no other choice. Equal rights does _he inherited from her estate, he’d future. But again, I take the view 
not force anyone who is happy as have to pay taxes on property over that what’s good enough for my 
a housewife (houseperson?) to give $5000. Today in Wisconsin husband son is good enough for your daughter. 
up that role. Equal rights means and wife are treated the same I don’t want to see him ground up, 
people can make choices; not have under gift and inheritance tax laws. and I know you don’t want to see 
roles thrust upon them. (Men got equal rights through a your daughters ground up. The 

What the equal rights acts say is revision of the inheritance law and way to prevent slaughter is to stop 
“If you go out and work, you're the probate law, not through adoption _ wars; it’s not by limiting the military 
going to get a fair deal, lady; if you of an equal rights law.) This makes to males. Maybe you think stopping 
stay home and work, your economic good sense; when a spouse dies the war is too simplistic a solution. 
contribution to the family is recog- other is going to have enough Well then I suggest that we should 
nized.” Nothing says you have to go trouble without added tax burden draft all able-bodied persons, and 
out and work; nothing says he merely because it’s the husband or put them in jobs for which they 
doesn’t have to support you. Equal wife who dies first. are suited. There are very good rifle- 
rights recognizes the homemaker’s role It used to be that the wife could cut | women, very good women drivers, and 
in the family unit. If the wife has her husband out of her will. She very poor women typists, and there 
to be replaced in the house (and could say “I’m not going to give are very poor riflemen, very poor 
that’s why you should carry life him a dime” or “I'll only give him male drivers and very good men 
insurance) the costs would range some- _a dime,” whichever she preferred. But typists. There are many countries— 

where between $700 and $1300 a his will could not cut her out. Now, 
month. Now, if your husband would both spouses have equal rights against 
like to replace you in the house the estate of the deceased spouse, 
while you go out to work, I think and, again, I think that’s correct. 

We'll have to wait and. see how 
these new laws are going to work 
out. I think that if you read 
current Wisconsin Supreme Court : 
decisions you'll find that the court 
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civilized and not outside the Western and the restrooms are still segregated is play some ball. I catch very well. 
experience—that do have women in by sex.) The reason I talk about this I throw well. All I want to do is 
the military services, and the society matter at all is that it has been play ball.” She was the only one who 
manages to survive. Also we must made a major issue whenever equal made sense in the whole riotous 
look at the other aspect of this rights is discussed. event. I should add that my son 
problem. Some women want to make Most important for all of us is to doesn’t feel deprived about not being | 
the military their career; today try to see that our children do not able to play baseball. He could | 
they must meet higher standards get classified by sex. We should identify with and be sympathetic | 
than men, and the women are not see that our boys are given the to the girl’s position, which was that | 
granted the same benefits as men. opportunity to learn how to cook, of the individual's merit to play the | 

The last-ditch, last-stand, dying- weave, sew, and draw. My son brought _— game, regardless of the extraneous 
gasp argument against equal rights home a macramé, and he and I were factor of sex. 
becomes what is popularly referred absolutely delighted! Be careful The thing to keep in mind when 
to as “the potty problem.” When that your girls aren't limited to discussing sex discrimination is this: 
all else fails, opponents of equal rights _ certain roles. The whole world should if youre unwilling to discriminate 
bring up the restroom issue. “Ah ha!” be open to all of our children. We on the basis of race; if you're unwill- 
they say. “If there were equal should not unnecessarily close doors ing to discriminate on the basis of 
rights laws, restrooms could not be to them. religion, how can you discriminate 
sex-separated!” Now, how many of A big issue with our family was on the basis of sex? The whole point 

us have homes that have segregated when my son came home from ele- in our society has been to consider 
facilities? We have very large parties; | mentary school here in Madison with the individual and to rid ourselves 
strangers come together, they all a sheet announcing recreational of group stereotypes. 
manage fine. You've never had activities. “Baseball teams are organ- It’s irrelevant that the equal rights 

anyone go home because he or she izing,” it said. “Let’s get the guys act in Wisconsin was defeated. It 
refused to use your mixed john. out in the field. Sorry, no girls didn’t go far enough anyway. The 

What do we do on a Boeing 747 permitted.” ones who really lost by the defeat of 

that holds hundreds of people? There He said “Mom, can I go?” the equal rights act are the men, 

are no “his’s” and “hers’s”; its “ours,” I said “No.” because their rights would have been 

right? And everybody gets along He said “How come?” broadened under this bill. The men 

fine. Nobody knew each other before; I said “You know.” would have gotten equal rights, 

they don’t know each other after- He said “You mean because of the and I’m for that. I think that if 

wards. I don’t know anyone who's girls, hm?” women are going to have equal rights, 

gotten VD or anything else from I said “That’s right. That’s discrim- we women have to have equal re- 

the airplane lavatory. The whole rest- ination. How would you like it if sponsibility; we have to share both 

room issue is an irrelevant one. It’s there was a note at the bottom of the — ends of the load, the good and 

a scare technique designed to offend sheet saying ‘No boys with brown the bad. I hope that women and 

and to embarrass. We all have an hair and brown eyes can play’?” men can unite in demanding that 

essential right of privacy, and He said “OK, I'll play soccer, then.” _ there be equal rights and equal respon- 

it’s a legally protected right; if you I said “Swell.” sibilities for both sexes in our 
can lock the door behind you, you Soccer in Madison, is an open country. 

should be fine. sport. Both boys and girls play on Sarah Grimke was a noted aboli- 

When the opponents of equal rights teams. Out on that field, it’s very dif- _ tionist and suffragette. In 1837 Sarah 

move to the restroom issue, take ficult—with the long hair, the T-shirt, said: “I ask no favors for my sex. 

heart. It’s an indication that they the high socks and the shorts that All I ask of our brethren is they take 

have lost the fight. For the past few don’t fit—to tell the boys from their feet off our necks.” 

years the Madison Club did not the girls in the 7-to-1l-year-old group. 

allow women in the downstairs dining _It’s impossible to tell them apart by 

room at noon. It doesn’t sound im- ability either. There are some girls 

portant, except that if you're in who are great and some who are 

business downtown, the Madison awful; and some boys who are great 

Club is one of the few places where and some who are awful. And they 

you can get a fast, relatively inexpen- _ have a wonderful time just playing 

sive meal in a place that’s quiet the game. 
for business meetings. That men-only A few weeks ago on national news 

tule in the downstairs dining room on TV you may have seen that 

became an annoyance to me. And frantic father at a Little League 
when the guys said to me “What meeting saying that he didn’t want 

about the restrooms?”, my answer his daughter playing and being 
was “If you can’t make a distinction touched on the buttocks or breasts by 

between eating and going to the any boy. (They're 10-years-old, 

bathroom, I can’t be concerned.” (By remember.) And he’s all upset, and 

the way, the Madison Club dining his wife’s all upset about children 

room has been opened to women, sexually mauling each other on the 
baseball field. The little girl was 
then interviewed. She was calm and 
sweet. She said, “All I want to do 
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THE HEALTHY FAMILY adolescents, but as a unit worthy 
er COOKBOOK by Jane Umanoff of general interest. So free is he 

Margulies 64 and Eve Kaufman. of the sportwriters’ cliches that 
The introduction warns us he leads us to the reviewer's cliche 

B Kk shy If that “Frozen dinners, lunch that “You don’t have to be a 
OO eC meats, cake mixes, canned fruits baseball fan to enjoy this one 

and vegetables, processed cheeses, thoroughly.” (Dial; 220 pps.; 
Recent books of and commercially baked pastries $7.95). 

are overcooked, colored with 
general interest by dangerous dyes, and loaded with THE COMMUNAL EXPERIENCE 

iz carcinogenic preservatives.” But by Laurence Veysey, assistant pro- 
alumni, faculty, and all is not lost. Here are 240 recipes fessor of history here from 

for such as rice with nuts and 1964-66. (Harper & Row; 480 
former students. sprouts, lamburgers made with _pps.; $15). They weren't heralding 

molasses, or lemon pancakes. the dawning of the Age of Aquarius 
(Harper & Row; 190 pps.; $7.95). after all, as the counter-culture 

kids claimed when they dropped 
THE RIVERSIDE SHAKESPEARE VOICES FROM THE WILDER- out in the 1960s to flock to com- 
is a one-volume, comprehensive NESS by Thomas Froncek 64. munes. Instead, according to 
work published late in 1973 to (McGraw-Hill; 360 pps.; $9.95). Prof. Veysey, they were continuing 
commemorate the 350th anniver- Here’s how they did it, those in a practice which dates back to 
sary of the printing of his First grizzly, buckskinned individuals the turn of the century in this 
Folio, A team of scholars has added Who helped hack a nation out of country and much earlier in others. 
guides to Elizabethan life, textual the wild frontier country. The twist The first half of this scholarly study 
analyses of Shakespeare’s comedies, #8 that we don’t get their stories gives us chronology and descrip- 
tragedies, romances and poems, from Froncek; we get it from tion of the communal practice 
and a stage and film history the pioneers themselves through through the years. Most of the sec- 
Ob nieiw orks Onitherteamec excerpts from their journals and ond is an in-depth explanation 
G. Blakemore Evans, now of Har- letters. ve re ae peers of a New Mexico colony in 1971. 

arrogant, and surprisingly articulate. 
ee en There are 27 writers in all, from THE FIRST OFF. ENSIVE by 

and whose notes appear throughout James Smith in 1755 to Wm. F. Richard W.;Stecle 58 (Indiana 
the book. (Houghton Mifflin; 1902 Cody in 1870. Each selection is University Press; 234 pps.; $8.50) 

s.; $14.95) headed by a brief biography Steele, now a professor of history 
PPS-5 Loe of the writer. at California State University, 
SOCIETY AND CULTURE IN San Diego, is historian of the Joint | 
AMERICA 1830-1860 by Russel THE GREATEST OF ALL: THE Chiefs of Staff. In a matter-of- | 
Blaine Nye MA ’35. Mr. Nye won 1927 NEW YORK YANKEES fact manner which our reviewer 
a Pulitzer Prize in 1945 for by John Mosedale ’50. You have to found most satisfactory, Steele 

GrorcE BANCROFT:BRAHMIN Reset,  §¢t back to their pre-legend days lets the chronical of events 
In this book, the publishers say, to understand what the Yankees expound his thesis that, despite 

he “recreates the aura of youthful  @ccomplished in that er Pearl Harbor, FDR pushed and 
excitement and maturing practi- of 1927. Until then they'd been a tugged to center U.S. interests to- 

cality” which surrounded the early, good, fairly smooth-running ball , ward the defeat of Hitler rather 

optimistic years of a young nation. club, but only that. In 1925 they'd than on the war in the Pacific. To 
(Harper & Row; 399 pps.; $10). finished seventh, and in ’26 won do so he offended our allies and 

the pennant but lost the World often confused and infuriated 
TO GOD BE THE GLORY by Series to the Cardinals. Then, our military leaders. No hoked 
Theodore A. Gill ’40. (Abingdon; in 1927, with virtually the same up drama; no character analyses; 
158 pps.; $5.50). Here is a collection mixed bag, everything suddenly just smooth-flowing exposition. 
of 18 sermons by friends and jelled. Ruth hit his fabled 60 
colleagues of the late George home runs, Gehrig had 175 RBI's. THE PLUNDERED PAST by Karl 
Arthur Buttrick, pastor of New The club took the pennant again, E. Meyer ’51 (Atheneum; 337 pps.; 
York’s Madison Avenue Presbyte- this time by 19 games, then pro- $12.95). For the past 20 years 
rian Church from 1927-55. Among _ ceeded to become the first AL it’s been a bull market in the 
the 22 prominent Presbyterians team to sweep the Series. Mosedale field of art and artifacts. Part of . 
included are John C. Bennett, sets out to discover why this par- that market—a sizable segment— 
James S. Stewart and Carlyle ticular group of men clicked depends on unscrupulous and/or 
Marney. Dr. Gill is a former presi- that year as no other team has careless acquisition, whether via the 
dent of San Francisco Theological before or since. He is a bright, workings of a bulldozer in a 
Seminary and managing editor witty journalist who treats the team __ real estate development near 
of Christian Century. not as a group of fun-loving Albuquerque or grave robbers in 
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Italy or Guatemala. This is “the its oldness. It sings and crackles NOTED 
first book-length survey of the inter- in one’s glass, releasing long- A study of the fundamentals of 

national illicit trade in antiquities,” compressed air bubbles that have African folk art and its influence 

the publisher tells us. Included been locked in its cavities since on the likes of Matisse Picdsso and 

are extensive notes and bibliogra- the snowflakes and firn granules Braque is found in AFRIC ‘AN 

phy and 24 pages of photographs — that formed it were packed to- ART IN CULTURAL PERSPEC- 
of objets d’art and some who've gether, maybe thousands of years TIVE by William Bascom 33 
acquired them by the book or ago.” A delightful learning (No ee ie pps. $795) 0 LIVES 

by aoe ere TOUCH is a book of poetry 
by Ellis Oveson (Shirley Johnson 

er _— — — ———s« Ss Smith *48) St. Mary's College Press; 

Ce _  —£i oe ~~ ~~—S|~s«884 pps.; $3.) L For ages 11-15 comes 
| A _ Cao. Zs - <<» weap. | _IKE/ABILENE TO BERLIN 
i wi PI , — Wf a) bey 3 ‘| __ by Stephen E. Ambrose ’57. Harri- 

fe s ‘ a) . aA 2 | son€E, Salisbury calls it “good 
me | Le de ne = =| __sireading and good history.” (Harper 

fe : 1 | , ig 4s as | = -—«'|_~— Junior Books; 212 pps.; $5.95.) 

BE = Wee tie 2 2 —s|_—«- Herbert V. Prochnow “21 and 
| ff ei 2 Wem ie = 25 | Herbert V. Prochnow Jr. are editors 
| ff B oe : EM | of THE CHANGING WORLD 

8 : H 1 | e | _—{_ OF BANKING in which they 
| El a | ~ _—-*«|_=«s “have brought together twenty- 

. 8 fn if | a |__| _ three of the nation’s leading bankers 
of - | a a a ___| and economists to examine the 

eee i ii _ SS . i ic changes now taking pl: ee : — = eee SCs dynamic changes g place 
= “ EC ,—™—~——C_CL in the field of banking.” (Harper 

Ll a _—s—_——sS|—<—<——._ | & Row; 394 pps.; $10.) ] T. G. 
eee ee So SCOSteffan MA ’33 is one of three 

co-translators of a revised edition 

ICE AGE LOST by Gwen Schultz LAST NIGHT AT THE BRAIN of Lord Byron’s DON JUAN (Pen- 
‘44 (Anchor Press/Doubleday; THIEVES BALL by Scott Spencer guin Paperback; 752 pps.; $5.95.) 

327 pps.; $10) You may not know ’69. (Houghton Mifflin; 178 pps.; (0 THE DECISION-MAKERS tells 

nor care that the world is gradually $5.95) In this black comedy a “how to improve the quality : 

losing its glaciers. These mammoth, young college psychologist of decision-making in the churches,” 
ancient, mysterious ice masses answers a blind ad and finds and it’s by Lyle E. Schaller ’48. 
are dwindling and slowly dis- himself a captive in a mysterious, (Abingdon; 219 pps.; $5.95.) [] A 

appearing under the onslaughts acronymic “testing bureau” out- how-to handbook on making 

of man and nature. It takes some- side Boston, involved in mind- CRAFTS OF THE NORTH AMER- 

one who understands both to probing experiments. There are all ICAN INDIANS, by Richard C. 

make this fact into a fascinating the usual props: hidden cameras, Schneider MS ’59 comes from 
book, and Prof. Schultz, now of our lime green corridors, voices behind Van Nostrand Reinhold. (325 pps.; 

geography department, is such a closed doors, strangers who could paper, $6.95; cloth, $10.95.) [] A 3 

one. While she’s against wasting be spying on him while he is follow-  \Yell-received book of eed is THE 
any resource foolishly, she sheds ing orders to spy on them. The CREATION FRAME by Phyllis 
no crocodile tears over nature’s plot has been rerun oftener than Hive Thompson PAD ooh 1, i 
pattern of change. She can be Star Trek, but the humor is there, Be Fike 4 P : 83 i i 

lyrical when describing a great the protagonist is likeable, the ee 2 moe seeeh bese 

mass of mountain ice in its habitat, suspense builds to an ending that $5.95.) [] From UW Press is 

but with equal ease she comes —let’s face it, we've had Water- A HISTORY OF THE BEMBA by 

back into the world we know to gate—is as believable as the Andrew D. Roberts Ph.D. ’66, 

tell about the real prospect of novel's basic premise. covering “political growth and 
motorizing icebergs to float them change in northeastern Zambia be- 

down the seas to warmer climes, THE HOLY SPIRIT IN TODAY’S fore 1900. (400 pps.; $15.) [] And 

where they would provide more CHURCH, edited by Erling Jor- that old reliable, COMPARATIVE 

fresh water than a city of 750,000 stad (Ph.D. ’57), examines the GUIDE TO AMERICAN COL- 

would use in a year; or to describe | phenomenon of the “new Penta- LEGES just keeps rollin’ along. 
glacial ice in home use: “(It) is costalism” or “charismatic move- The sixth edition is here; again by 

colder than local or manufactured ment.” Jorstad chooses writings James Cass and Max Birnbaum 

ice . . . but that is not all. It from observers and participants. °38. (Harper & Row; 916 pps.; 

is fascinating to use because of (Abingdon; 160 pps.; $2.75.) paperback: $5.95.) 
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Chairmen 
of Our _ *, 
Committees a = 

STUDENT AWARDS. Audrey SPRING WOMEN’S DAY (1974). 
Beatty Walsh ’38, Madison, (Co- Eleanor Campion Griffith ’42, 

si chairman). Past secretary, Wisconsin Madison. Women’s Day exhibit 
2 JA y Alumni Association; past chairman, chairman, 1971; program chairman, 
LS Women’s Day; member of its 1973; current member, Women’s 
io steering committee since its incep- Day steering committee. 

ASec tion in 1961; member, WAA 
||. Nominating Committee; former 

_ om member, UW Board of Visitors. 

. eS VA. po 
SS lS RECOGNITION AND — i | 

AWARDS. Walter F. Renk ’24, By Aan _ 
Sun Prairie. WAA Distinguished i 7 . Le 
Service Award winner 1974; rd sae cs “ oo 
UW Regent since 1967; mem- a e 
ber, UW Presidents Club; chairman, > - ~ FALL WOMEN’S DAY (1974). 
Class of 1924 Golden Jubilee gC Fern Plekenpol Lawrence ’55, 
Reunion committee, 1974. N Madison. Program chairman, 

STUDENT AWARDS. Marshall Women’s Day, fall 1973; steering 
biaiabe sai essen Browne Jr. ’49, president of Impres- committee, spring 1974. 
 Oi~, sions Inc., Madison printing firm, 
7  _ (Co-chairman). Member of this , 
a ¢. | committee for five years. Former | | 

ee director and vice president of i? | 
Oats UW Alumni Club of Madison. is 

— J < ) a a 
a fo 

ADVERTISING. Marshall H. ay _ fF g 
Smith ’66, president of Marshall i tee = 
Smith & Associates, Inc., Madison, Cf OS NOMINATING. Martin P. Below 

: marketing consultants. -\ = & °24, Northbrook, Ill. Past president, 
: WAA; winner of its Distinguished 

, a) Service Award; permanent mem- 
=* . ber of its Board of Directors; 

7 “ : INSURANCE ADVISORY. past president, UW Alumni Club of 
- Mayor Ralph F. Voigt ’40, Merrill. Chicago; present trustee ‘of its 

f we. <€ 2 Immediate past president, now Scholarship Fund; former WAA 
<a. chairman of the Board of Directors representative to UW Athletic 

. og “| of Wisconsin Alumni Association; Board; member, UW Foundation; 
se e member, Badger Boosters. chairman, Class of 1924 Gift Fund. 

t | —— eee 

Other committees retain their chair- Ed Rosten 33; MEMBERSHIP 
YOUNG ALUMNI ADVISORY. men as previously announced: and PROMOTION: Betty 
Jonathan Pellegrin 67, Fort Atkin- ALUMNI HOUSE UTILIZA- Erickson Vaughn ’48; RESOLU- 
son. Member, Board of Directors TION: Marcelle Glassow Gill 35; TIONS: John J. Walsh 38; STATE 
of WAA; past president, UW FINANCE: Harold Scales ’49; RELATIONS: Mr. Walsh and 
Alumni Club of Ft. Atkinson. LIFE MEMBERSHIP FUND: Byron Ostby 49. 
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any  —_ Robert C. Merz ’33 has retired as asso- Henry W. Maier ’48, mayor of Milwaukee, 
- Ly ciate dean of USC’s School of Engi- was chosen as the Distinguished 

p | - 4 _ neering. He’s been on that faculty Alumnus of 1974 by UW-Milwaukee, 
2 Lye y i for 24 years. from which he earned his MS in politi- 

eer as} Gordon O, Stromberg ’33, Ashland, cal science in 1964. 
Ve - a retired in April from his administrative Raymond S. Wruk ’49, Fairfax, Va., 
ee a=) vice presidency with Lake Superior is now chief of the dairy and poultry 
= ae) f 7 District Power Company, with whom he’s market news branch for the USDA’s 

~y We _ _ _ been associated for 41 years. Agricultural Marketing Service. 

ey Nee s ~—s- Sanford §S. Atwood ’34, president of David D. Davies ’50, Wausau, is the 
\¢ i i Emory University, Atlanta, since 1963, new field sales manager for the Wausau 
ml was given an award of honor this spring region of Employers Insurance. 

Robertson ’35 Fisher °45 by that school’s alumni association. William J. Bush ’52, of Madison’s Hanks 

Alexander F. Robertson ’35, technical & Bush insurance agency was elected 
assistant in fire programs for the National _ president of the Independent Insurance 
Bureau of Standards, was cited by Agents of Wisconsin. 

. a the American Society for Testing and Donald R. Reich ’52, who’s been dean 
— 3 _ | Materials for outstanding achievement of the College of Arts and Sciences 

mi ‘ = in fire resistance research. at Oberlin (Ohio) College, is the new 
4 Se we = 3 "7 ~©=—SséRR BB. Larsen (’36) MD, Wausau, has vice president and provost at Brooklyn 
ea — ag yi a been elected a vice president and College, New York City. 

mi 2 ee — 4 medical director of Employers Insurance. 

_ 2©=— i Fy =‘ Stefan H. Robock ’38, New York, pro- 
| : if = FP __ fessor of international business at 54, / 72 

\ & A 7 .. Columbia University, was awarded Last December Richard D. Karfunkle 54 
an honorary masters degree this spring won the award for the best economic 

Reich °52 West °70 from the Escuela Superior de Tecnica _ forecast of 1972 at the annual fore- 
Empresarial, San Sebastian, Spain. He is casting conference of the American Statis- 

0. 4 4 1 pects of its international advisory tical ores New York cheapie 
- In April, he repeated it, winning the 

/ 5 5 D. Paul Souders ’40, has retired from 1973 award. He is a vice president and 
John S. Lord ’04, Chicago, was among the faculty of Bucknell University, chief economist of Abraham & Co. 

tives practicing: attorneys honored by Lewisburg, Pa. ? New York 2 
chool at its annual spring pro- Baa . 

aan a May. He received the pole oke Wallace H. Jerome *41, Barron, was Owen F. Balliet ’56 has opened an insur- 
Distinguished Service Award, He also one of six state residents to be honored ance agency in Appleton. 

holds its honorary Doctor of Laws _ Ua ee at the recognition banquet Judith Hicks Stiehm ’57, associate pro- 
degree, is a past president of Wisconsin of the College of Agricultural and Life fessor of political science at USC, 
Alumni Association and a member of Sciences: He B ithe ie der and president — was a winner of one of its awards for 

Yee igor hier ee ee ee 
Ethel Rose Taylor Horsfall ’10, Oakland, Slee P P James L. Wert ’57 is the first to occupy 
California, has had to cut her daily 4 “ R a newly endowed chair in metallurgy 
swimming to a quarter-mile, but never- Garland G. Parker 41, vice provost for at Vanderbilt University, Nashville, where 
theless she has logged 850 miles in admissions at the University of Cin- he has served on the faculty since 
the water in the past dozen years. Three —cinnati, whose annual studies on admis- 1961. 
years ago she entered three outdoor sions projections are widely used by Richard and Kathl °57) Stumb 
swim meets, the only octogenarian colleges and universities for Bienine Richard and Kathleen (Berry 57) Stumbo 
to do so. and budget preparation, became president- 58 are moving from Milwaukee to 

; » aces elect of the American Association of San Francisco, where he joins the West- 
Sigurd Olson 10, who lives in Ashland Collegiate Registrars recent] ern Pacific Railroad Company as VP 
and who has an environmental institute eu et Me for finance. 
named after him at Northland College, Mark S dy °60, f s id 
was awarded the John Burroughs Medal oa . Grody ’60, former vice president 
for nature writing last spring. His book, 42 / 52 o i public affairs for a National Alliance 
Wiiperness Days, Eccl the honor. a Busineesnen as Wee ne OSs on 

Lloyd Larson ’27, sports editor and col- David F. Nelson °43 is a new vith Wi affairs consulting firm of Cad Vesasa 
umnist for the Milwaukee Sentinel president for public relations Mil kee Associates as a vice president. 
for more than 50 years, retired in May Hoan Pee Company; Mt WaUKES: L. Jim Sch tter ’60 is th 
and was feted at a dinner attended Me ia ‘A 42 Ine e, the former Elaine € Jim Schoenwe' ie tee ae 
by a sellout crowd of 700. uel . live in Wauwatosa. oe a enersy, sys ans Bre ae 

Anth = (3 . Sallie A. Fisher ’45, vice president of S Ekecineat troducrs SFeNes 2 : ony Curerri (30) MD got an honor- Puri I B Pan hiss bs Joseph and Linda Lee (Parisi ’63) Ruffol 
ary Doctor of Science degree from the aed fella ite Banas “So < 564 Pp a th ‘ eae hild, ee ne 
Medical College of Wisconsin (formerly for ae ed crt eFeaaecan jociety F Ww. en he ch ce ao tN, th 
Marquette University Medical School) ‘or Testing and Materials. ne V ae w) rae e has joine aa 

in May. A former professor of surgery David Fitch ’48, chairman of the depart- k PR h an ings ee ve Bo lent 

here and now president of the new ment of finance, insurance and real Or EES aaey moved trom) Sapa 
Uniformed Services University of Health estate of North Texas State University, David E. Masche 65 has joined the 
Sciences, Bethesda, Md., Dr. Curerri Denton, has been named by its alumni MGIC Investment Corp., Milwaukee, 
also holds the Distinguished Service as one of its Distinguished Teachers as director of budgeting and auditing. 
Award of WAA. for 1974, His wife is the former Nancy Werner. ’66. 
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Gordon Bakken ’66 has joined California Gershon and Linda (Hughes 66) Konditi 
State University, Fullerton, as director ’67 have lived in Nairobi, Kenya for 

B ad er of faculty affairs and records. the past six years, and have “two 

For the second time Mathu S. Udaya- children and a third one on the way,” 
murthy Ph.D. ’66 has been listed in Linda writes. He is personnel director 

Hudd es “Outstanding Educators in- America.” He for InterContinental Hotels, and she 
is professor and head of the chemistry is with Pan American World Airways. 

9 department at Mount Senario College, James K, and Nancy (Muenkel ’69) Cross- 
Ladysmith, Wis. see a pack Madison after his 
Donald N. Zillman ’66 has been dis- lischarge from the Army as a Ist 

September 14: PURDUE charged from the Judge Advocate Lieutenant. He served three years in 
ep S General’s Corps of the Army, and is Bamberg, Germany, and Nancy was em- 

Holiday Inn—West Lafayette now an associate professor of law at ployed there by the American Red 
1-65 & State Road 43 Arizona State University, Tempe. His Cross. 
10:30 a.m.—12:00 noon wife is the former Linda Goforth ’67. Charlotte West °70, director of athletics 
(Cash Bar) for women at Southern Illinois Univer- 

sity, Carbondale, has been elected one of 
September 28: COLORADO ok the six ee ates of ae see 

a ciation of Intercollegiate Athletics for 
pfaGame = Luncheou s Oia Wena Show maned Come eon 

2 eae of national championships for a two- AS eye S816 ke year term. 

$5.00 per person % 4 wy Barbara Ann Ware ’71 has been chosen 
edeaice resetuations only 2 e le a ee Hone enous HLeecbes 
Mail check to: Wisconsin fo OG He of the Year by Family Circle magazine. 
Alumni Association Services Corp. SV She is on the faculty of Metropolitan 

is Cy) ee Second Lieutenant Philip G. Daspit ’72 
Post-Game—Badger Huddle 4A Sz oa has been awarded his silver wings at 

Ee Sponsored by: UW Mile High “igh Vy ora graduation at Reese AFB, Texas, 
ae Slab: Sec eh" th rk: and Bee been esiuned to fly the ee 

: U. of Colo. Faculty Clul | = ive Ne Stratofortress with a unit o: 
Following game (Cash Bar) (e E Wee i at K. I. Sawyer AFB, Michigan. 

5000'S. Ga ie gear ip ail of £ . he ne George F. Haenlein, who earned a 
(Just let hin eee Nous aan ie bey Mean; Ph.D. here in ’72, has been promoted 

(0 epect-no money, Besa) Boge ey es 
October 12: OHIO STATE \ eee fi versity of Delaware, Newark. 

; Golanbce ee Inn =| =a — ; soane Dee Mice C. Paris 72 
3 Ea a is a deputy missile combat crew com- 

oe enney River Rd. ff _ iS mander at Minot AFB, North Dakota. 

11:00 am—12:15 pan. —|f See 
(Cash Bar) mo Wa es z 

October 26: INDIANA pSises Deaths eee B p WW ee | 
Pre-Game—Badger Huddle @ ] xa a Mrs. A. Ralph Kerr (Nora Francisca 
panede Tan pone Johnson) ’00, Stoughton 

Post-Game—Badger Huddle D pe ae um EOC Does 
& Dinner (Buffet) on ft 04, Oak Park, Ill. 

Sponsors: UW Alumni Clubs Mrs. William E. Weeks (Pearl E. Tomp- 
of Indianapolis, Cincin- or et kins) ’04, Aberdeen, Wash. 

path and eves ath ed Arthur Strong ’06, Dodgeville 
Ramada Inn—Nashville, : 9 

i : Mrs. Walter J. Vollrath (Florence 

atoyea eooedtio aly = our date! Georgiana Rietow) "06, Sheboygan 
write for form to: Mrs. Spencer Wyndham Woodworth 
Delores Hillery, Pres. Sept. 21 (May Vanancia Dunn)’ 07, Manhattan, 
7453 Avalon Trail Rd. Young Alumni Day Kans. 

Tadianepols oOo Onn Karl J. Theige MD, ’08, Viroqua 
. ° . Fall Women’s Day Oscar Donald Black 09, Richland Center 

November 9: IOWA : Oct. 5 Harold Elbert McWethey 09, St. Paul 
ct. : 5 : H st : Holey to of Jove Gi Aisa Leadonip Contence | Fis Em Ht 2, Clubs i 

(Cash Bar) Oct. 9 tenbach) 711, Oregon, Wis. 

Wisconsin Singers Champagne Minnie Christine Onsrud ’12, Stoughton 
November 16: > 
NORTHWESTERN Benefit Frank Blackman Wilder ’12, Madison 

= hn William B: 713, Baileys Harbor, 
Sponsor: UW Club of Chicago. Nov. 1-2 : P dou liar Branniyts, Baileys| Harbor 
For information contact: WAA Board of Directors Meeting B 
Robert T. Waddell ° James Calvin McLean 713, Long Beach, . 

J. Walter Thompson Co. Noy, 27 5 1 Calif. 
875 N. Michigan Ave. Homecoming A Reunions: Classes Rev. Alexander Ernest Frederick ’14, 
Chicago of 1954, ’59, 64) Sparta 

Walter Mathew Horne ’15, Madison 
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Crossroads. 

Where are you going from here? 

You could spend the rest of your life 

helping people solve life’s money problems. 

You could spend the rest of your life 
counseling men like you in your home town. 

You could spend the rest of your life in a 
rewarding career as one of the most highly 

trained, respected, and honored life 

insurance professionals in the country. 

You could qualify as a Mass Mutual agent. 

You could call Earl C. Jordan, our General Agent in Chicago 
at 312-939-6400 or write him at 111 W. Jackson Blvd., 

Chicago, Ill. 60606 

MASSACHUSETTS MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY V 

SPRINGFIELD, MASSACHUSETTS: ORGANIZED 1851 VW



Mrs. Herbert McKinley Knipfel (Neste 
‘ Densmoor) ’15, Portage 

THE _ Peter Henry Miller ’15, Milwaukee 
oo Garry Russell Blied ’16, Madison 

UNIVERSITY - " Frances Post ’16, Madison 
<< i William Eyers ’17, Calumet City, Ill. 

BOOKSTORE = be 0 J a Mary Virginia Rodigan °17, Milwaukee 
- Ya —e aS Mrs. Richard Jeriel White (Blanche Marie 

lets you shop by mail for ap | _ Mecca) eee ae — ee See ; es ; : 
these volumes described in Badger Ee . gS) cx Louis Adolf Kirch °18, Indianapolis 
Bookshelf, pages 18-19: ee E Gmeee e  e  e Lars Hvern Maurseth 19, Hemet, Calif. 

: ; ae Os Mis. Carleton Engh ker (M. 
Society and Culture in America, eS ea rs. Carleton Engler Saecker (Margaret 
1830-1860—$10.00 ae 2 ee a | D. Laut) ’19, Contoocook, N. H. 
The Riverside Shakespeare—$14.95 vom y oe Erecenice William Jungck ’20, Menomo- 
Healthy Family Cookbook—$7.95 >.  < Ss 2 nie, Wis. é é 

Comparative Guide to American eh ss ee SE a ee eae ; 
Colleges—$5.95 : Vas . _ James Rolland Ballantine ‘21, Blooming- 
Voices From the Wilderness—$9.95 i L 2 ton, Wis. 
Ike: Abilene to Berlin—$5.95 = - \ Maurice John Powers ’21, Beaver Dam 
The Communal Experience—$15.00 . Fry Lawrence Carl Keeley ’22, Vero Beach, 7 

Last Night at the Brain Thieves a 
Ball—$5.95. = 

African Art in Cultural Perspec- mat a senieseeecrenteeemenanl 
tive—$7.95 dL 
The Creative Frame—$5.95 oe ean 
The Changing World of Banking— eS SOI = 
$10.00 er eC ier 
The Plundered Past—$12.95 & 2s =. eG ey Fu 
The Decision Makers—$5.95 [gas SEZ Tp Le 

; , i So ee a ee See Craft of the American Indian—$6.95 Sei SS 2 , 3 
Ice Age Lost—$10.00 : St 2g ie ie 
The Greatest a All: The 1927 Se ee EF 7 | 
New York Yankees—$7.95 a on ee 

; Vee 
Use the convenient coupon below » Mire ene 
to order any of these titles. Send ae \ we | 
check or money order, including “eas ‘\ a “eZ a 
40¢ for Bendling: Yan e Ss i. a 
orders please add $1 handling “a WE 6h Pm ._— 
charge.) Wisconsin residents add 3 ay Ta tS 
4% sales tax. “a . bs Sok 

ae ewe 
eubyeray Book Store Neen nt es a 
General Book Department nnn =i ie 

711 State St, Madison, WI 53703 = : ee Keep your campustmemories) alive 6S ee 

. with these distinctive needlepoint 
Please send me the following: | Price| works. Each comes silk-screened on The University | 

15” square canvas, ideal for framing ' 

| t—“—;Cs*s*és*rYSCd or pillow-topping. Each has its Goblet ; 
aa color-correct fine yarns, needles For the first time we offer crystal 

and easy directions. stemware, finely, delicately etched 

ee ee The UW Seal is red and white. Bucky with the University seal. Truly hand- 

| tir is red, white and black. some, wonderfully eclectic. 11-oz. 

Each kit $25 complete. (Indiana resi- soblet, 7572) ( tall, 

Po dents add $1 sales tax for each kit.) Set of six... $12.95 

Total, including handli Creative Crests WAA Services Corp. 
cats aul as cae Wie P.O. Box 223, La Porte, Ind. 46350 650 N. Lake Street, Madison 53706 
consin residents: Please send me the ___UW Seal; Here is my check for $_______. 

Bucky Bad t $25 h, c Please ship _______ set(s) of the 11-oz. 
: ea Hee ea ae ee crystal goblet with the UW seal 

Ne paid. y —__—- etching. 

(Address ese eee UE ann Name — 

City aaa (Aggies EEE 
City — = 

eee 
State. Zip __ A 

State —_______ Zip —_____ State Zip 
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Give yourself this handsome, bronze-on-marble $175 (single and husband-wife) to $125 and $150 

commemoration of an historic highlight. In relief respectively. If you want installments on these, 

is the Lincoln statue from Bascom Hill, your name, they're single: $25 a year for five years; 

and your WAA Life Membership number. And if you husband-wife: $30 a year for five years. For 

don’t have a Life Membership—and consequently Classes of 1925 through 1934: Single Life membership 

no number—you've come to the right place. : is $75 (can be paid in three annual payments of $25); 

We have several. We want to sell them to you husband-wife, $100 ($25 a year for four years.) 

because it is Life Membership dues that help us build For those in the Classes of 1924 and before, 

our capital funds to earn the interest on which it’s $30 for a single; $40 for husband-wife. 
we serve you and our University. Annual memberships We want you as a Life Member. That’s why we've 

e oa “ae not nearly so helpful as Life made it all so easy and so inexpensive. And why 

embership income. we'll send full-paying members this special gift. 

So we've come up with two ways to make your C all ith edav 
purchase of a Life Membership easier than ever. BO a lalla aco pe 

We've lowered the price to certain groups. And we I 
z eas Wisconsin Alumni Association I 

dangle that 125th Anniversary commemoration in front 1 650 N. Lake Street, Madison 53706 I 

of you. What’s more, you can charge it to I I 

your Master Charge or BankAmericard. | Yes! Send me my 125th Anniversary memento. Here’s my| 

Ideas such as these are what have given [eet in oa a —___Single; Pore ee Life] 

ape Membership at $_____. I’m in the Class of 19___. I 
WAA the largest number of Lifetime Members I 

+ «aes s * I can’t make a payment in full, but I do want to be a Life! 

ae Mes a oe oe beep : Member of WAA. Here’s the first payment of $_____ for al 
_——_Single; ___Husband-Wift bership at te of 

see rate, and a oar plasticized card Is = Tm a meuber of the Class of fo tes : 
to . There’s one point, though. I Send tw Gepshin cards. Fi husband-wif ber : 

Only those who pay their Life Membership in a I ship. (Spouse's full ae ee e 

single payment get the historic bronze-on-marble Ue 1 

conversation piece. But don’t let that scare you. ' I 

Look how low all these rates are. {ADDRESS t 

For members of the Classes of 1967 through 1973, oes SO ae eee STATE ZIP oe 
a single Lifetime Membership is $100. You can pay it us : I 

in five annual payments of $20. A husband-wife : Master Chee Beene ! 

Lifetime Membership is $120, or $24 annually 1 Exp. Date i 
for five years. For the Classes of 1935 through 1966 1 Interbank # (Master Charge only) ____]. 
we've lowered our regular Life rates from $150 and De eee Es es 

: PM a eae 
ag. GAYLE M. LANGER 

4 125 Years of Excellence c



Mrs. Herbert Klapper (Kathryn Turney 
at see ee ea Fog pe FFT Garten) ’22, Beverly Shores, Ind., 

be ER Wie they peiey Bette Pik fg ON cl eed ates hs i well-known book reviewer. 
Bae | vO eS D>" lh UO & Akins AP the ron Donald Burt Osborn ’22, Grand: Rapids 

8: *. ‘Set . a rl are, k ieee igh dg as = oF 4 Geneva Schoenfeld ’22, Madison 
a f Bs 4 } ; yt a e aera a ee a i et (Louise Fleming) 

lit Be tae > ae th eae 3 1. Mare: Merrill Beecroft Goddard ’23, Madison 
ee ~~ ie y | o OI ) Claude Axtell Mears ‘23, Denver 

P i —" a yo by : ¢ as pee ‘a Allison William Sievers ’23, Milwaukee 
De N . &  & A r oes a Mrs. Willard M. Spaulding (Thyra S. eee A wee | ieee Fae Hancock, 

ae ) mee SZ ~ Pos eee is., coa Beach, Fla. Ox aS x @ 
J a a oe Don’t D 
PE 3 Forget iv 
C’mon ’n cheer! : 

Women’s Day 

COLORADO a 
_~ 

Mrs. Alvus E. Armstrong (S. Katherine FOOTBALL anes Hinton Cumming ’24, Milwaukee 

Henry Otterson ’24, Kenosha 
H O ID AY Delbert Herman Schacht ’24, Woburn, 

Mass. 

Ivan Leroy Swancutt ’24, Wauwatosa 

September 27-29, 1974 =e p oats Pearse ’25, Wash- 

Jet with us via Continental Airlines 727, Madison to Denver and back, Mrs, Arthur W. Bouffard (Gladys Katheryn 
to cheer your Badgers to victory! Enjoy first-class meal-and-beverage Olwell) ’26, Green Bay 
service enroute. We'll stop for two nights at the deluxe Brown Palace Hotel Mrs, Thomas Richard Daniels (Eileen 
in Denver, one of the finest hotels in the country. There'll be a special Mary Callahan) ’26, Middleton 
cocktail party for us the evening we arrive. Also included is your Arthur Leonard ’26, Elgin, Ill. 
game ticket; special pre-game luncheon at the Harvest House in Boulder; Rollin Robert Mabie ’26, Stevens Point 
round-trip transportation between Brown Palace and the football stadium; Milton Wooding Moore ’26, Orangeville, 
special Badger corsages for the ladies; and baggage handling Tl. 
and porterage charges at airports and hotel. Milton Elmer Nichols ’26, Reedsburg 
We're even bringing an experienced Alumni Holidays tour director Richard Roland Rynders ’26, Madison 
to assist in every way. Mrs. David O'Connell (Evelyn Ruth 
This wonderful weekend is co-sponsored by Wisconsin Alumni Le i a eee nian 

. ° . . ° - > n Association and the Mendota Association, and is open only . Arthur William Grubb ’28, Vinton, Iowa 
to members of either association and their immediate families. Eugene Bishop Hotchkiss ’28, New 
We can take only 122 people! Hurry. Get your reservation in today! York City : 
$2 29 per person, plus 10% taxes and services, based on double-room Mrs. Marius Curt Page (Kathryn Elizabeth 

occupancy. For single room, please add $25. Manning) ’28, Baraboo 
Se ee ee se ae ee ey ee ee ge a ee Alton Edward Wichman ’28, Beaver Dam 

Colorado Football Holiday Otto Alois Bossart ’29, Racine 
650 N. Lake Street Maurice Eugene Monroe MD ’29, 
Madison 53706 Hartford, Wis. 

Lyman Theodore Powell ’29, Superior 
Yes! I want ____ reservations on the big 3-day football trip. I am Charles Arthur Henderson ’30, Appleton 
a member of __WAA; __Mendota Association; __both associations. Edward Sherman Beadle ’31, Glaston- 
Besides my reservation, the others are for (name and relationship) bury, Conn. 

Homer Norbert Byrge ’31, Verona 

Myron Wallace Hales ’31, Madison | 
I am enclosing $100 deposit for each reservation. Here is my check Mrs. Harriet M. Koch (Harriet M. 
for $_______. (Included are reservations for ___—_ Schweers) ’32, Milwaukee 
single rooms at $25 each.) Ruscal Herman Martin 32, Milwaukee 

Alphons Robert Mueller ’32, Madison 
DO Oe John M. Whitelaw 32, Portland, Ore. 
ADDRESS R. Marcelle Pett ’33, Edgerton 
CITY STATE ZIP Albert Francis Steffen ’33, Dunedin, Fla. 

David Edwin Davies ’34, Baraboo 
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in business. 
Come back and brag a little on 10:30 am. Chancellor Edwin Young 

“Madison Campus Report” 

Young Alumni Day 11:00 am. Athletic Outlook: Asst. A.D. and 
Saturday, September 21, 1974 Chairman of Athletic Board : 
especially designed for the Classes of 1963-73 11:30 am. Luncheon j 

Here’s a repeat of our big, all-day event that proved 1:30 p.m. Football 
so popular last year. Just for young alumni, Wisconsin vs. Nebraska 
and keyed to give you what you've asked for— (Block seating available) 
a ne ag! day Bee discussion 4:00— Badger Boomer Beer Bash 

and learning, great an drink, exciting 6:00 p.m. Union South—Assembly Hall 
Badger football, and hours to be with friends. Cant 

Program: Union South (Randall and Johnson) Co-Chairmen: Scott Condon *72 and Carol Ward Knox 73 

10:00— Registration 
10:30 a.m. Bloody Mary/Screwdriver Cost: $5.00 per person 

Eye-Opener Session Football: $7.00 per ticket 
—----------—--- -— — — ——- —-—-—-—- 

Young Alumni Day Order Form ! Football Ticket Order Form ; 
Young Alumni Day | Young Alumni Day 
c/o Wisconsin Alumni Association | c/o UW Athletic Ticket Office 
650 North Lake Street, Madison 53706 | 1440 Monroe Street, Madison 53706 

Please reserve ___ spaces at $5 each (includes morning I Please send me ___ tickets at $7 each for the 
coffee, luncheon, registration fee, postgame beer party). | Wisconsin-Nebraska game, September 21, 1974, 

My check for $______ is enclosed. (Make : in the special seating bloc for YOUNG ALUMNI. - 

payable to: Wis. Alumni Assn.) | My check for $______ is enclosed. (Add 50¢ handling 
Nome Class | charge to total.) (Make payable to UW Athletic Dept.) 

Street — : Name: —— 
City __._______ State ____ Zip _____ I Street: —— 

Name of Spouse or guest(s) ——-________________ |_- City _________________ State _____ Zip ____ 

I 
I 
I 
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Albert John Niebauer ’34, Madison 

Mrs. Herbert Jasper Dutton (Irene Nona 
; Walker) ’35, East Peoria, II. 

yD : Merrill J. Haley ’35, Madison 

cr Ce Kenneth Burdette Wackman ’35, Scars- 
Ee dale, N.Y. Former member of WAA’s oe ay 2 Board of Directors, and present board 

Fellow Alumni, if you are living or Loh oy member of UW Foundation. 
employed in Dane County, Wiscon- yo Donald Harvey Gordon 36, Waynes- 

sin, you may now join over 17,000 ae ont - Spas 
University people in meeting the . ober TOg een gues Monroe j 

é . . % bE Dale Burton Keeshan ’37, Oshkosh 
financial needs of your community. & fF 3 : 
Ae gat ial Be ike 2 Ralph Joseph Polsby ’37, Norwich, Conn. 

Ss jinanctal coopere 7 " , 98 Arthur Albert Zuehlke ’37, Riverside, 
University of Wisconsin Credit } i Calif. 
Union provides a full range of : i Marshall Edward Bennett ’38, Omro, 
financial services. The Faculty, fo Mas, . ; 
Staff, Students, and now, you, the — John R. Schmidt, Professor Donald Thomas Burke ee Rockville, Md. 
Alumni of our great University all  °f Agricultural Economics Erederiek Jobe cuutier Jo yyy aukesi g and President — University Marjorie Bethana Mills ’38, Madison benefit. # Wisconsin Credit Unit 5 

a en Wisconsin Credig Ciicn James Joseph Keefrey ’40, Madison 

Kengeth William Hoehn 41, New York 
‘ ity 

For the highest return on your savings or for a low-cost loan, Jack Charles Nelson ’41, Panorama City, 

see your credit union first. At your University of Wisconsin Calif. 
i i " j %; Mrs. Wilbur L. Warren (Louise Marion eet Union, ie more than just a customer... you be: Struck) ’41, Achland, Ore. 

ong. Join us today! Joel Berg Fiedelman 42, Sheboygan 

aaaaaReaarertte cen manasa anaemia cata cana RRA ARERR RN AR Evelyn D. Simonson “45, Madison 

—_ — 4 Mrs. Armon William Schroeder (Beverly 

— — i _ _ Bailey Thomas Webster ’48, Seneca, Wis. 
_. ~ oo _ Joseph Anson DeVout ’49, St. Paul 

- LeMar Fred Remmert ’49, Bethesda, Md. 
- _ io Douglas Norman Ajer ’50, Madison 
. _ William Richard Haley ’50, Madison 
. — _ 4 Mrs. Edmund Norman Figon (Nancy 
\ — _ _. Allen Dodge) ’51, Bellevue, Wash. 

a _ __ Clarence Jack Peterson ’51, Rice Lake | 

. . _ _ i. Lawrence Denis Rogers ’53, Prairie du 
. ee |_a Mrs. Clarence Bredenick (Ruth Reimer) : 

a 55, Neenah 
Cletus David Howard °56, Eau Claire 

Cc SE Ronald George Lewis 56, Madison, 
in New York City 

Richard Elmer Kolian 57, Minneapolis 
Hilbert Harlan Simmons ’61, Madison 

Richard Henry Wolter 62, Ixonia, Wis. 

Carleton Lee Meilahn 66, Wausau 

Timothy Joseph Huven ’68, Appleton, 
. in Atascadero, Calif. 

Mrs. C. Bruce McMurry (Kathleen Alice 
O'Neill) 68, Fond du Lac 

University of Wisconsin FACULTY DEATHS 

Credit Union Prof, Roland S, Stebbins, 91, portrait, 
1433 Monroe Street artist, on our faculty from 1923 to 1950. 

Madison, Wisconsin 53711 Francis B. (Bonnie) Ryan, 59, for 18 
years a spores or te Cor a 

. one-time Zewoo: ‘igh School base- 
PHONE: 262-2228 ball coach, and for eight years after 

World War II assistant UW sports 
publicity director. 
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Kahala Hilton, Honohile 

November 27- Decembér 5 There’s only one Hawaii, and we'll take you there while the 

melancholy days of winter set in back home. Instead of cold, 

gtey earth and biting sleet, we'll give you sun and flowers 

and warm breezes. We'll give you seven wonderful 

nights at the famed Kahala Hilton Hotel, where rooms are 

individually air-conditioned, with his-and-her baths. Where the 

golden beach begins at your front door beside a tropic lagoon 

where porpoises play. And where Diamond Head 

is your backdrop, and the hotel’s Maile Restaurant has orchids 

and lighted fountains. And where, for six golden days, 

you can ride outriggers or pedalboats or surfboards. 

Where you can go snorkeling or deep-sea fishing, shopping, 

or be shuttled free to the exciting Hilton Hawaiian Village. 

We'll give you special cocktail parties to bid you welcome and 

to wish you farewell. We'll invite you to tour the Iolani Palace 

with us, and visit Punchbowl Crater and Mt. Tantalous. 

We'll provide optional tours at low group rates—such as 

the Pearl Harbor cruise, or overnight visits to the fabulous 

neighboring islands. We'll take very good care of you! 
There'll be our full-time escort from Alumni Holidays, 

and a hospitality desk exclusively for our group. 
We jet roundtrip, Chicago—Honolulu, on a Continental 

Airlines DC-10! Hurry and sign on! 

$579 r WAA Services Corp. 4 

+10% tax, per person, double room occupancy. | 650 N. Lake St. Madison, 53706 | 

Single room occupancy, $130 more. | L Please make ____ reservations at $579 each +10% tax (C1 plus $130 | 

A deposit of $150 is required with each reservation. | for single room). I am enclosing $. which includes : 

: $150/person deposit. I 

I i (0 Charge my _MasterCharge __BankAmericard: Card No____ ] 

I Ph ecpirction Date _. _ Interbank No. (MasterCharge only) ____ | 

: OO Send brochure only. ‘ 

. | Name ——___________ Phone No. —___—_ : 

! Address, —— ees 

| City State Zip __ | 
Please make checks payable to: Badger Hawaiian Holiday |» hel checks peyabl ap Lid J
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+ Here’s what’s included in this ; @ togethers; plus hotel taxes, porter- 
delightful prize! Your round-trip é EI age and baggage handling, trans- 
jet flight from Milwaukee; hotel fers to and from airports; U.S.- 
lodging with the tour group in departure and Bahamas-departure 
a first-class Bahama hotel; two taxes; plus services of our pro- 
full meals each day; all our ; Z a ary SCE ereroy ua 
special Badger parties and get- 2 © J 
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